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Notes on diagonals of the product and
symmetric variety of a surface
Luca Scala
Abstract
Let X be a smooth quasi-projective algebraic surface and let ∆n the big diagonal in the product
variety Xn. We study cohomological properties of the ideal sheaves Ik∆n and their invariants (I
k
∆n
)Sn
by the symmetric group, seen as ideal sheaves over the symmetric variety SnX. In particular we obtain
resolutions of the sheaves of invariants (I∆n)
Sn for n = 3, 4 in terms of invariants of sheaves over Xn
whose cohomology is easy to calculate. Moreover, we relate, via the Bridgeland-King-Reid equivalence,
powers of determinant line bundles over the Hilbert scheme to powers of ideals of the big diagonal
∆n. We deduce applications to the cohomology of double powers of determinant line bundles over the
Hilbert scheme with 3 and 4 points and we give universal formulas for their Euler-Poincare´ characteristic.
Finally, we obtain upper bounds for the regularity of the sheaves Ik∆n over X
n with respect to very ample
line bundles of the form L⊠ · · ·⊠L and of their sheaves of invariants (Ik∆n)
Sn on the symmetric variety
SnX with respect to very ample line bundles of the form DL.
Introduction
Let X be a smooth quasi-projective algebraic surface and consider the product variety Xn, for n ≥ 2.
The big diagonal ∆n is the closed subscheme of X
n defined as the scheme-theoretic union of all pairwise
diagonals ∆I , where I is a cardinality 2 subset of {1, . . . , n}. The aim of this article is the study of of the
ideal sheaf I∆n of the big diagonal ∆n of the product variety X
n and its invariants (I∆n)
Sn , seen as an
ideal sheaf over the symmetric variety SnX .
The main reason for studying diagonal ideals is that their geometry is tightly intertwined with the
geometry of the Hilbert scheme of points X [n] and that of the isospectral Hilbert scheme Bn. As an
example of this close interplay, we mention that in [Sca15b] we related the singularities of the isospectral
Hilbert scheme in terms of the singularities of the pair (Xn, I∆n) and it is by studying the latter that we
could prove that the singularities of Bn are canonical if n ≤ 5, log-canonical if n ≤ 7 and not log-canonical
if n ≥ 9.
In this work we are concerned with cohomological properties of the ideal sheaf I∆n and its invariants
(I∆n)
Sn . A first motivation comes from the study of symmetric powers SkL[n] of tautological bundles over
the Hilbert scheme of points. Let µ : X [n] ✲ SnX be the Hilbert-Chow morphism. In [Sca15a] we built
a natural filtration Wλµ∗SkL[n] of the push-forward µ∗SkL[n], indexed by partitions λ of k of length at
most n, whose graded sheaves, at least for k low — but we believe it is a general fact —, are given, up to
tensorization by some line bundles, by invariants of diagonal ideals by certain subgroups of Sn: we indicate
them with Lλ(−2λ∆). The sheaves Lλ(−2λ∆) are in general more complicated than the invariants (I∆n)
Sn
of the big diagonal; however, for λ = 1k (in exponential notation), the sheaf Lλ(−2λ∆) is directly related
to the sheaf of invariants (I∆n)
Sn , as we shall see. Therefore, understanding the invariants (I∆n)
Sn is
instrumental for the investigation of symmetric powers of tautological bundles.
There is, moreover, another and more direct source of interest for the cohomological study of diagonal
ideals. We recall that the Bridgeland-King-Reid transform
Φ : Rp∗ ◦ q
∗ : Db(X [n]) ✲ Db
Sn
(Xn) ,
where p : Bn ✲ Xn is the blow-up along the diagonal ∆n and where q : B
n ✲ X [n] is the (flat)
quotient map by the symmetric group Sn, is an equivalence of derived categories between the derived
category of coherent sheaves over the Hilbert scheme X [n] and the Sn-equivariant derived category of the
1
product variety Xn. Since the ideal I∆n , or its powers I
k
∆n
, are Sn-equivariant sheaves over X
n, they
need to correspond, under the BKR-equivalence, to some remarkable object over the Hilbert scheme of
points: indeed, it turns out that they are related, up to tensorization by the alternating representation εn
of the symmetric group, to powers of determinant line bundles on X [n]. Considering slightly more general
Sn-equivariant objects on X
n we proved the following
Theorem 1.8 Let F be a vector bundle of rank r and A be a line bundle over the smooth quasi-projective
surface X. Consider, over the Hilbert scheme of points X [n], the rank nr tautological bundle F [n] associated
to F and the natural line bundle DA associated to A. Then, in DbSn(X
n) we have:
Φ((detF [n])⊗k ⊗DA) ≃
qis Irk∆n ⊗
(
((detF )⊗k ⊗A)⊠ · · ·⊠ ((detF )⊗k ⊗A))
)
⊗ εrkn . (∗)
Taking Sn-invariants, the previous theorem yields
Rµ∗((detF
[n])⊗k ⊗DA) ≃ π∗(I
rk
∆n ⊗ ε
rk
n )
Sn ⊗DkdetF ⊗DA . (∗∗)
Therefore, by means of the BKR-equivalence Φ, or of the derived push forward Rµ∗ of the Hilbert-Chow
morphism, one might use facts about diagonal ideals and their invariants to deduce properties of determi-
nants line bundles over Hilbert schemes; on the other hand, one can use known results about determinants
on Hilbert schemes of points to enlighten properties of the ideal I∆n , its powers and their invariants. This
is precisely what happens, as we explain below.
In order to obtain resolutions of invariants (I∆n)
Sn in terms of simpler sheaves, at least from the point
of view of cohomology computations, we consider, for cardinality 2 subsets I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, complexes
K•I : OXn ✲ O∆I ✲ 0
which we take as right resolutions of the ideals I∆I . Being the ideal I∆n the intersection of the ideals
I∆I , the former is isomorphic to the zero-cohomology sheaf H
0(⊗IK•I ), where I runs among cardinality 2
subsets of {1, . . . n}. However, the complex ⊗IK
•
I is far from being exact, because the partial diagonals are
not transverse: we are then led to consider the derived tensor product ⊗LI K
•
I of the complexes K
•
I and its
associated spectral sequence
Ep,q1 :=
⊕
i1+···+im=p
Tor−q(K
i1
I1
, . . . ,KimIm) (⋆)
abutting to the sheaf cohomology Hp+q(⊗LI K
•
I). Here m =
(
n
2
)
and {I1, . . . , Im} are all cardinality 2 subsets
of {1, . . . , n}. It is now clear that the ideal I∆n of the big diagonal is given by the term E
0,0
2 of the spectral
sequence above. In order to deal with the latter we now face two difficulties. The first is the understanding
of the multitors appearing in (⋆), which are of the form Tor−q(O∆I1 , . . . ,O∆Il ), for some cardinality 2
multi-indexes I1, . . . , Il, l ≤ m. The second is the handling of combinatorial possibilities given by the multi-
indexes I1, . . . , Il. As for the first, we establish in section 2.1 the following general formula for multitors of
structural sheaves of smooth subvarieties Y1, . . . , Yl of a smooth variety M intersecting in a smooth variety
Z = Y1 ∩ · · · ∩ Yl
Torj(OY1 , . . . ,OYl) ≃ Λ
j(⊕li=1NYi
∣∣
Z
/NZ)
∗
in terms of normal bundles NYi and NZ of Yi and Z in M , respectively. For the second, we think of
the multi-indexes Ii as edges of a subgraph Γ of the complete graph Kn with n vertices, such that no
vertex of Γ is isolated. Classifying all possible multitors appearing in (⋆) — up to isomorphisms — is then
reduced to classifying all possible graphs Γ of this kind. The usefulness of the graph-theoretic approach
extends further since several interesting properties of the multitor Torq(O∆I1 , . . . ,O∆Il ) can be understood
in graph-theoretic terms. A fundamental fact is that if I1, . . . , Il identify a graph Γ with c independent
cycles, then the associated multitor Torq(∆,Γ) := Torq(O∆I1 , . . . ,O∆Il ) is isomorphic to the exterior power
Λq(Q∗Γ), where QΓ is a rank 2c vector bundle over the intersection ∆Γ = ∆I1 ∩ · · · ∩∆Il . Resorting to the
associated graphs is very helpful also when considering the Sn-action on the naturally equivariant spectral
sequence Ep,q1 . The Sn-action on E
p,q
1 induces a StabSn(Γ)-action on the multitor Torq(∆,Γ) ≃ Λ
q(Q∗Γ);
the group StabSn(Γ) acts fiberwise on the vector bundle QΓ via the representation C
2 ⊗ qΓ, where qΓ is
the vector space generated over C by independent cycles. These facts allow us to classify, for n = 3, 4 all
2
isomorphism classes of multitors appearing in (⋆) and thoroughly study the spectral sequence of invariants
(Ep,q1 )
Sn . As a consequence, we deduce the following right resolutions of (I∆n)
Sn over the symmetric variety
SnX for n = 3, 4; even if we are mainly interested when X is a surface, the result actually holds for X a
smooth algebraic variety of arbitrary dimension. Denote with wk the map X × Sn−kX ✲ SnX sending
(x, y) to kx+ y.
Theorems 3.14–3.19. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. We have the following natural resolutions of
ideals of invariants IS3∆3 and I
S4
∆4
over the symmetric varieties S3X and S4X, respectively.
0 ✲
(
I∆3
)S3 ✲ OS3X r✲ w2∗(OX×X) D✲ w3∗(Ω1X) ✲ 0
0 ✲
(
I∆4
)S4 ✲ OS4X r✲ w2∗(OX ⊠OS2X)0 D✲ w3∗(Ω1X ⊠ I∆2)0 C✲ w4∗(S3Ω1X) ✲ 0
The maps r,D,C are explicit. Here we indicated with w2∗(OX ⊠ OS2X)0 and w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)0 particular
subsheaves of w2∗(OX ⊠ OS2X) and w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2) which will be made precise in subsection 3.3. Now,
the terms appearing in the resolutions do not present any difficulty from the point of view of cohomology
computations. Therefore, by theorems 3.14, 3.19 and by formula (∗∗) we deduce, for n = 3, 4, and for X
a surface, a spectral sequence Ep,q1 abutting to the cohomology H
p+q(X [n], (detL[n])⊗2 ⊗ DA) and universal
formulas for the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic χ(X [n], (detL[n])⊗2 ⊗DA) of twisted double powers of deter-
minant line bundles over Hilbert schemes of points . These facts have a direct application to the sheaves
Lλ(−2λ∆), when λ = (r, . . . , r), |λ| = rl, since the sheaf Lλ(−2λ∆) is isomorphic to
Lλ(−2λ∆) ≃ vl∗
(
(I2r∆l)
Sl ⊗D⊗rL ⊠OSn−lX
)
,
where vl is the finite map vl : S
lX × Sn−lX ✲ SnX sending (x, y) ✲ x + y. We also obtain a right
resolution of the sheaf L2,1,1(−2∆) over SnX , which is more difficult to treat, since it is not directly related
to determinant line bundles over Hilbert schemes.
Finally, as anticipated, we can use properties of determinant line bundles over Hilbert scheme to deduce
important facts about diagonal ideals and their invariants. We use formulas (∗) and (∗∗) and the positivity
properties of detL[n] when L is n-very ample to study vanishing theorems and regularity for the ideal sheaves
Ik∆n over X
n and their invariants (Ik∆n)
Sn over SnX . In particular, we proved the following result.
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective surface and L be a line bundle over X. Suppose that, for a
certain m ∈ N∗, Lm ⊗ K−1X = ⊗
2[(k+1)/2]
i=1 Bi, with B1 n-very ample and the other Bi, i 6= 1, (n − 1)-very
ample. Then we have the vanishing
Hi(SnX, (Ik∆n)
Sn ⊗DmL ) = 0 for i > 0.
If, moreover, L is very ample over X, then the ideal (Ik∆n)
Sn is (m + 2n)-regular with respect to DL. In
particular the regularity reg((Ik∆n)
Sn) of the ideal (Ik∆n)
Sn with respect to the line bundle DL is bounded
above by
reg((Ik∆n)
Sn) ≤ m0 + 2n
where m0 is the minimum of all m satisfying the condition above.
We proved a similar statement (theorem 4.8) about vanishing and regularity for Ik∆n with respect to the line
bundle L ⊠ · · · ⊠ L on Xn for 2 ≤ n ≤ 7. These results can be written in a nicer way when the surface
X has Picard number one. Indeed, suppose that Pic(X) = ZB and let r be the minimum positive power
of B such that Br is very ample and write KX = B
w, for some integer w. Then the regularities reg(Ik∆n)
and reg((Ik∆n)
Sn), with respect to the line bundle Br ⊠ · · ·⊠Br on Xn and DBr on SnX , respectively, are
bounded above by
reg(Ik∆n) ≤ (k + 3)n− k + ⌈w/r⌉ for 2 ≤ n ≤ 7
reg((Ik∆n)
Sn) ≤ 2n([(k + 1)/2] + 1)− 2[(k + 1)/2] + 1 + ⌈w/r⌉ for all n ∈ N, n ≥ 2.
Conventions. i). We work over the field of complex numbers. By point we will always mean closed point.
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ii). Let A a C-algebra and M an A-module. For n ∈ N \ {0}, consider the symmetric power SnM of the
module M . We consider SnM as the space of Sn-invariants of M
⊗n for the action of Sn permutating
the factors in the tensor product. Throughout this article, we will use the following convention for the
symmetric product u1. · · · .un of elements ui ∈M :
u1. · · · .un :=
∑
σ∈Sn
uσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ uσ(n) ,
where the right hand side is seen in M⊗n. We use an analogous convention for the exterior product:
u1 ∧ · · · ∧ un :=
∑
σ∈Sn
(−1)σuσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ uσ(n), where (−1)
σ is the signature of the of permutation σ and
where we see ΛnM as the space of anti-invariants for the action of Sn over M
⊗n.
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1 The Bridgeland-King-Reid transform of diagonal ideals
Consider a smooth quasi-projective algebraic surface X . Denote with X [n] the Hilbert scheme of n points
over X and with Bn the isospectral Hilbert scheme [Hai99, Hai01], that is, the blow-up of Xn along the
big diagonal ∆n. We indicate with p : B
n ✲ Xn the blow-up map, with q : Bn ✲ X [n] the quotient
projection by the symmetric group Sn and with µ : X
[n] ✲ SnX the Hilbert-Chow morphism. The
Bridgeland-King-Reid equivalence [BKR01, Hai01, Hai02], in the case of the action of the symmetric group
Sn over the product variety X
n, provides an equivalence of derived categories
Φ := Rp∗ ◦ q
∗ : Db(X [n]) ✲ Db
Sn
(Xn) (1.1)
from the derived category of coherent sheaves over the Hilbert scheme of n points over X and the Sn-
equivariant derived category of the product variety Xn. Any power Im∆n of the ideal I∆n is naturally a
Sn-equivariant coherent sheaf over X
n: it is then natural to ask what is the corresponding complex of
coherent sheaves over the Hilbert schemes of points for the equivalence (1.1). In general we can twist the
ideal Im∆n with the line bundle L⊠ · · ·⊠ L (n-factors) and ask the same question for I
m
∆n
⊗L⊠ · · ·⊠L. To
give a general statement, we need to introduce the line bundle DL.
Remark 1.1. If L is a line bundle on X , the line bundle L ⊠ · · · ⊠ L (n-factors) on Xn descends to a line
bundle DL on SnX , in the sense that π∗DL = L ⊠ · · · ⊠ L [DN89, Thm 2.3]. As a consequence, the line
bundle DL coincides with the sheaf of Sn-invariants, on SnX , of the line bundle L⊠ · · ·⊠ L. Pulling-back
the line bundle DL via the Hilbert-Chow morphism µ : X [n] ✲ SnX we get a line bundle µ∗DL on the
Hilbert scheme, called the natural line bundle on X [n] associated to the line bundle L on X . For brevity’s
sake, we will denote it again with DL.
We need as well a technical lemma about the local cohomology of ideal sheaves Is∆n , s ∈ N
∗ with respect
to the closed subscheme W given by the intersection of double diagonals in Xn. More precisely, we define
W as the scheme-theoretic intersection of pairwise diagonals
W :=
⋂
|I|=|J|=2
I,J⊆{1,...,n},I 6=J
∆I ∩∆J .
It is a closed subscheme of Xn of codimension 4.
Notation 1.2. We denote with Xn∗∗ the open subset X
n \W and with Bn∗∗, S
n
∗∗X , X
[n]
∗∗ the open subsets
Bn∗∗ := p
−1(Xn∗∗), S
n
∗∗X := π(X
n
∗∗), X
[n]
∗∗ := µ
−1(Sn∗∗X). We denote moreover, with j : X
n
∗∗
✲ Xn the
open immersion of Xn∗∗ into X
n. We also denote with j the open immersion of each of the open sets Bn∗∗,
Sn∗∗X , X
[n]
∗∗ into their closure B
n, SnX , X [n], respectively; it will be clear from the context over which
variety we are working.
Remark 1.3. The following is an important result about powers of the ideal sheaf of the diagonal ∆n in X
n,
and it has been proven by Haiman in [Hai01, Corollary 3.8.3]. Over Xn, for all s ∈ N one has:⋂
I⊆{1,...,n}
|I|=2
Is∆I =
( ⋂
I⊆{1,...,n}
|I|=2
I∆I
)s
= Is∆n (1.2)
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The local cohomology property of the ideal sheaves we want to prove is the following.
Lemma 1.4. Let ℓ : {(i, j) | i, j ∈ N , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ✲ N be a function. Then
j∗j
∗
⋂
1≤i<j≤n
I
ℓ(i,j)
∆ij
=
⋂
1≤i<j≤n
I
ℓ(i,j)
∆ij
.
Proof. We begin by proving recursively that, for any s ∈ N and for any fixed natural numbers i, j, 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n, we have
HlW (I
s
∆i,j ) = 0 for all 0 ≤ l ≤ 2 . (1.3)
Indeed it is true for s = 0, since I0∆i,j ≃ OXn , X
n is normal, and W is of codimension 4 in Xn. Consider
now s ∈ N. The local cohomology long exact sequence applied to the short exact sequence
0 ✲ Is+1∆ij
✲ Is∆ij
✲ Is∆ij/I
s+1
∆ij
✲ 0
yields:
0 ✲ H0W (I
s+1
∆ij
) ✲ H0W (I
s
∆ij )
✲ H0W (I
s
∆ij/I
s+1
∆ij
) ✲
✲ H1W (I
s+1
∆ij
) ✲ H1W (I
s
∆ij )
✲ H1W (I
s
∆ij/I
s+1
∆ij
) ✲
✲ H2W (I
s+1
∆ij
) ✲ H2W (I
s
∆ij ) . (1.4)
Note that HlW (I
s
∆ij
/Is+1∆ij ) = 0 for l = 0, 1 because the sheaf I
s
∆ij
/Is+1∆ij is a vector bundle over the smooth
subvariety ∆ij , in whichW is of codimension 2 and because of [Sca09, Lemma 3.1.9]. Now, if H
l
W (I
s
∆ij
) = 0
for l = 0, 1, 2, the local cohomology long exact sequence above yields the vanishing for Is+1∆ij and l = 0, 1, 2.
Induction on s then yields (1.3) for any s ∈ N.
Since HlW (I
s
∆ij
) = 0 for l = 0, 1, 2 and for any s ∈ N, an analogous argument via the long exact sequence
in local cohomology applied to the short exact sequence
0 ✲ Is∆ij
✲ OXn ✲ OXn/I
s
∆ij
✲ 0
proves that HlW (OXn/I
s
∆ij
) = 0 for l = 0, 1 and for any s; this last fact is equivalent to the isomorphism
j∗j
∗OXn/I
s
∆ij ≃ OXn/I
s
∆ij .
The above isomorphism, together with the following commutative diagram
0 ✲
⋂
1≤i<j≤n
I
ℓ(i,j)
∆ij
✲ OXn ✲
⊕
1≤i<j≤n
OXn/I
ℓ(i,j)
∆ij
0 ✲ j∗j
∗
⋂
1≤i<j≤n
I
ℓ(i,j)
∆ij
❄
✲ j∗j
∗OXn
≃
❄
✲
⊕
1≤i<j≤n
j∗j
∗OXn/I
ℓ(i,j)
∆ij
≃
❄
where the second and third vertical arrows are isomorphisms, because we proved so above, yields the
statement of the lemma.
Lemma 1.5. Let k ∈ N∗. We have the isomorphism of sheaves of invariants over SnX:(
I2k−1∆n
)Sn ≃ (I2k∆n)Sn .
Proof. The statement follows using (1.2), taking Sn-invariant in the exact sequence
0 ✲ I2k−1∆n
✲ OXn ✲ ⊕i<j OXn/I
2k−1
∆ij
and noting that π∗
(
⊕i<j OXn/I
2k−1
∆ij
)Sn ≃ π∗(OXn/I2k−1∆12 )StabSn ({1,2}) ≃ π∗(OXn/I2k∆12)StabSn ({1,2}) ≃
π∗
(
⊕i<j OXn/I2k∆ij
)Sn
, since π∗(I
2k−1
∆1,2
)S({1,2}) ≃ π∗(I2k∆1,2)
S({1,2}).
5
Remark 1.6. Indicate now with E the exceptional divisor (or the boundary) of X [n]: it is the exceptional
divisor for the Hilbert-Chow morphism and the branching divisor for the map q : Bn ✲ X [n]. It is well
known [Leh99, Lemma 3.7] that
OX[n](−E) ≃ (detO
[n]
X )
⊗2 .
As a consequence there exists a divisor e on the Hilbert scheme X [n] such that E = 2e, and such that
OX[n](−e) = detO
[n]
X . It is also well known that detL
[n] ≃ DL ⊗ detO
[n]
X , which can be rewritten, with the
notations just explained, as
detL[n] ≃ DL(−e) . (1.5)
Denote now with EB the exceptional divisor over the isospectral Hilbert scheme, that is, the exceptional
divisor for the blow-up map p : Bn ✲ Xn. We have OBn(−EB) ≃ q∗OX[n](−e).
Denoting with εn the alternating representation of Sn, we can now prove
Theorem 1.7. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective algebraic surface. Then
Φ(OX[n](−le)) ≃ Φ((detO
[n]
X )
⊗l) ≃ Il∆n ⊗ ε
l
n
Rµ∗OX[n](−le) ≃ Rµ∗(detO
[n]
X )
⊗l) ≃ πSn∗ (I
l
∆n ⊗ ε
l
n) .
The proof of theorem 1.7 is a consequence of the following more general result.
Theorem 1.8. Let F be a vector bundle of rank r and A be a line bundle over the smooth quasi-projective
surface X. Consider, over the Hilbert scheme of points X [n], the rank nr tautological bundle F [n] associated
to F and the natural line bundle DA associated to A. Then, in DbSn(X
n) we have:
Φ((detF [n])⊗k ⊗DA) ≃
qis Irk∆n ⊗ (((detF )
⊗k ⊗A)⊠ · · ·⊠ ((detF )⊗k ⊗A)) ⊗ εrkn .
Proof. Step 1. Case A trivial. Let’s prove the formula for A trivial first. It is sufficient to prove the formula
for k = 1; for arbitrary k it follows by applying the formula for k = 1 to the sheaf F ′ = F⊕k. Note first
that the vanishing
Rip∗(q
∗ detF [n]) = 0 for all i > 0
is a consequence of the more general vanishing [Sca09, Thm. 2.3.1, Cor. 4.13], [Sca09, Prop. 21]:
Rip∗(q
∗SλF [n]) = 0 for all i > 0
for any Schur functor SλF [n] of any tautological bundle F [n] associated to a vector bundle F on X . Hence
we just have to prove
p∗q
∗ detF [n] ≃ Ir∆n ⊗ (detF ⊠ · · ·⊠ detF )⊗ ε
r
n
as Sn-equivariant sheaves on X
n. Consider the open set Bn∗∗ defined in notation 1.2; it is the complementary
of the closed subscheme p−1(W ), which is of codimension 2 in Bn. Recall that we indicate with j both the
open immersions j : Bn∗∗
⊂ ✲ Bn and j : Xn∗∗
⊂ ✲ Xn. The projection p|Bn
∗∗
: Bn∗∗
✲ Xn∗∗ coincides with
the smooth blow up of the (now disjoint) pairwise diagonals ∆ij in X
n
∗∗; we denote with Eij the irreducible
component of the exceptional divisor EB dominating ∆ij . Over B
n
∗∗ we have the exact sequence [Dan01] of
Sn-equivariant sheaves:
0 ✲ q∗F [n] ✲ ⊕i p
∗Fi ✲ ⊕i<j p
∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
✲ 0 .
Over Bn∗∗ the Weil divisors Eij are Cartier: hence, over B
n
∗∗ we get
q∗ detF [n] ≃ det q∗F [n] ≃ (det(⊕ip
∗Fi))⊗ det(⊕i<jp
∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
)−1 .
Let’s compute first the second factor; for each sheaf p∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
, we have, over Bn∗∗:
0 ✲ p∗Fi(−Eij) ✲ p
∗Fi ✲ p
∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
✲ 0 .
Hence, over Bn∗∗
det(p∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
) ≃ (det p∗Fi)⊗ (det p
∗Fi(−Eij))
−1 ≃ OBn(rEij)
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and
det(⊕i<jp
∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
) ≃ ⊗i<j det(p
∗Fi
∣∣
Eij
) ≃ ⊗i<jOBn(rEij) ≃ OBn(rEB) . (1.6)
As for the first factor, we have, just as coherent sheaves, without considering the Sn-action:
det(⊕ip
∗Fi) ≃ p
∗(⊗i detFi) ≃ p
∗(detF ⊠ · · ·⊠ detF ) .
However, it is clear that a consecutive transposition τi,i+1 acts on the sheaf on the left hand side with the
sign (−1)r, while it acts trivially on the right hand side: hence, to have an isomorphism as Sn-equivariant
sheaves we have to correct the previous formula by the representation εrn; that is, as Sn-sheaves:
det(⊕ip
∗Fi) ≃ p
∗(detF ⊠ · · ·⊠ detF )⊗ εrn . (1.7)
From (1.7) and (1.6) we get that, as Sn-equivariant sheaves, over B
n
∗∗:
q∗ detF [n] ≃ p∗(detF ⊠ · · ·⊠ detF )⊗OBn(−rEB)⊗ ε
r
n .
Since this is an isomorphism of vector bundles, since Bn is normal and since the complementary of Bn∗∗ in
Bn is a closed subscheme of codimension 2, the previous isomorphism extends to the whole variety Bn as
an isomorphism of Sn-equivariant vector bundles. Therefore, by projection formula:
Rp∗q
∗ detF [n] ≃ (detF ⊠ · · ·⊠ detF )⊗ p∗OBn(−rEB)⊗ ε
r
n .
To finish the proof we just have to show that p∗OBn(−rEB) ≃ Ir∆n . Since OBn(−rEB) is a line bundle,
since Bn is normal and Bn∗∗ is the complementary of a closed of codimension 2, we have OBn(−rEB) ≃
j∗j
∗OBn(−rEB); hence
p∗OBn(−rEB) ≃ p∗j∗j
∗OBn(−rEB) ≃ j∗(p
∣∣
Bn
∗∗
)∗j
∗OBn(−rEB)
≃ j∗(p
∣∣
Bn
∗∗
)∗OBn(−rEB)
∣∣
Bn
∗∗
≃ j∗j
∗Ir∆n ≃ I
r
∆n
since, over Xn∗∗, p is a smooth blow-up and thanks to lemma 1.4.
Step 2. Arbitrary A. If A is non trivial we write:
Φ((detF [n])⊗k ⊗DA) ≃Rp∗q
∗((detF [n])⊗k ⊗DA) ≃ Rp∗
(
q∗(detF [n])⊗k ⊗ q∗DA
)
≃Rp∗
(
q∗(detF [n])⊗k ⊗ p∗(A⊠ · · ·⊠A)
)
≃
(
Rp∗q
∗(detF [n])⊗k
)
⊗ (A⊠ · · ·⊠A)
where in the third isomorphism we used that q∗DA ≃ p∗(A⊠ · · ·⊠A), and in the third we used projection
formula. Now the formula follows immediately from the previous case.
Corollary 1.9. Let F be a vector bundle of rank r and A a line bundle on the smooth quasi-projective
surface X. Then
Rµ∗((detF
[n])⊗k ⊗DA) ≃ π∗
(
Ik∆n ⊗ ε
k
n
)Sn
⊗D⊗kdetF ⊗DA .
2 Multitors of pairwise diagonals in Xn
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety and let n ∈ N, n ≥ 2. In this section we will study multitors of the
form TorOXnq (O∆I1 , . . . ,O∆Il ), where ∆Ij are pairwise diagonals in X
n. This study will be useful in order
to prove the resolutions of Sn-invariants of diagonal ideals of subsections 3.2 and 3.3
2.1 A general formula for multitors
In this section we will prove a general formula for multitors TorOMq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) of structural sheaves of
smooth subvarieties Yi of a smooth algebraic variety M .
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Theorem 2.1. Let M be a smooth algebraic variety and Y1, . . . , Yl be smooth subvarieties of M such that
the intersection Z := Y1 ∩ · · · ∩ Yl is smooth. Then:
TorOMq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) = Λ
q(⊕li=1NYi
∣∣
Z
/NZ)
∗ , (2.1)
where NYi and NZ denote the normal bundles of Yi and Z in M , respectively.
Proof. Let x be a point of Z, and U an affine open neighbourhood of x. Restricting U if necessary, we can find
generators fj1 , . . . , fjcj of IYj (U), such that cj = codimYj . It is possible to find them since Yj is complete
intersection in U ; we can moreover find g1, . . . , gc generators of IZ(U), with c = codimZ ≤
∑
j cj = d.
Denote simply with g the vector (g1, . . . , gc) ∈ OM (U)⊕c, with f the vector (f1, . . . , fc1 , . . . , fl1 , . . . , flcl ) ∈
OM (U)
⊕d and with fj the vector (fj1 , · · · , fjcj ) ∈ OM (U)
cj . Denote with E the vector bundle OcM , with
Fj the bundle O
cj
M and with F the bundle O
d
M . It is clear that, over U , g defines a section of E, fj defines
a section of Fj and f a section of F . We can identify the conormal bundle N
∗
Z with the restriction E
∗
∣∣
Z
and N∗Yj with F
∗
j
∣∣
Yj
.
Step 1. Since all the varieties Yi and Z are smooth, by the exactness of the conormal sequence, we can
identify conormal bundles N∗Yi and N
∗
Z with differentials in Ω
1
M vanishing over Yi and over Z, respectively.
Since both fji and gh are generators of IZ(U), there is a d× c-matrix B ∈Md×c(OM (U)) and a c×d-matrix
B ∈ Mc×d(OM (U)) such that g = Bf , f = Ag. This means that, taking differentials: dg = (dB)f + Bdf
and df = (dA)g + Adg. On points y ∈ Z ∩ U we have just: dg = Bdf , df = Adg and dg = BAdg. Now,
since Z, over U , is smooth and complete intersection of Z(g1), . . . , Z(gc), we have that [gi] are a basis of
IZ(U)/IZ(U)
2, that is dgi are a local frame for N
∗
Z over Z ∩ U and dfji are a local frame for N
∗
Yj
. Hence
dgi are linearly indipendent in Ω
1
M
∣∣
Z
(y) ⊇ N∗Z(y) for any y ∈ Z ∩U . Now on Ω
1
M
∣∣
Z
(y) we have the relation
dg = B(y)A(y)dg, meaning that the matrix B(y)A(y) takes linearly independent into linearly independent,
which implies that for any y ∈ Z ∩ U , the matrix B(y) is surjective and A(y) is injective. Hence, B(z)
and A(z) have to be surjective and injective, respectively, in a neighbourhood of x. Restricting U , we can
suppose that A and B are injective and surjective, respectively, in any point of U .
Step 2. Let E, Fi, F , g, f , U built as in the previous step. The matrix A allows to define an injective
morphism of vector bundles over U :
0 ✲ E
A
✲ F1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fl
pQ
✲ Q ✲ 0
whose cokernel we call Q. It is a locally free sheaf on U of rank d− c. Note that A takes the section g into
the section f , and hence defines an injective morphism of pairs A : (E, g) ✲ (F, f). Since we are on an
affine open set, the sequence splits; hence we have a morphism pE : F ✲ E such that pE ◦A = idE ; the
splitting yields an isomorphism: F ✲ E ⊕Q, given by (pE , pQ). Under this isomorphism the section f
of F is carried onto the section g ⊕ 0 of Q, since (pE , pQ)f = pEf ⊕ pQf = pEAg ⊕ pQAg = g ⊕ 0. Hence
we have an isomorphism of pairs (F, f) ≃ (E ⊕Q, g ⊕ 0).
Step 3. The previous step yields an isomorphism of Koszul complexes: K•(F, f) ≃ K•(E ⊕Q, g ⊕ 0) ≃
K•(E, g)⊗K•(Q, 0). Note that
Q
∣∣
Z
≃ (⊕jFj/E)
∣∣
Z
≃ (⊕jFj
∣∣
Z
)/E
∣∣
Z
≃ ⊕jNYj
∣∣
Z
/NZ .
Hence:
TorOMq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) ≃ H
−q(K•(F, f)) ≃ H−q(K•(E ⊕Q, g ⊕ 0))
≃ H−q(K•(E, g)⊗K•(Q, 0))
≃
⊕
−q=r+s
Hr(K•(E, g))⊗Ks(Q, 0)
≃ H0(K•(E, g))⊗ ΛqQ∗
≃ ΛqQ∗
∣∣
Z
≃ Λq(⊕li=1NYi
∣∣
Z
/NZ)
∗ ,
where in the fourth isomorphism we used the fact that K(E ⊕Q, g⊕ 0) is a tensor product of K(E, g) with
K(Q, 0), which is a complex of locally free sheaves with zero differentials.
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Step 4. We obtained the wanted isomorphism locally. That these local isomorphisms glue to a global
one is an easy exercise and we leave it to the reader.
Notation 2.2. Let k1, . . . , kl be positive integers. Let M be an algebraic variety and F1, . . . , Fl coher-
ent sheaves over M . We denote with Tork1,...,klq (F1, . . . , Fl) the multitor Tor
OM
q (F1, . . . , F1, . . . , Fl, . . . , Fl),
where, for all i, the factor Fi is repeated ki times.
The product of symmetric groups Sk1 × · · · × Skl obvioulsy acts on multitors of the form
Tork1,...,klq (F1, . . . , Fl), defined above. Details of this action are described in [Sca09, Appendix B]. Therefore
one can study them as Sk1 × · · · ×Skl-representations. We have the following.
Proposition 2.3. Let M be a smooth algebraic variety and Y1, . . . , Yl locally complete intersection subva-
rieties of M such that the intersection Z = Y1 ∩ · · · ∩ Yl is locally complete intersection. Then for k1, . . . , kl
positive integers we have, as Sk1 × · · · ×Skl representations:
Tork1,...,klq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) ≃
⊕
q1+q2=q
TorOMq1 (OY1 , . . . ,OYl)⊗ Λ
q2(⊕li=1N
∗
Yi/M
⊗ ρki) ,
where ρki is the standard representation of the symmetric group Ski .
Proof. We solve locally, on adequate open affine subsets Ui, the structural sheaves OYi with Koszul complex
K•(Fi, si), where Fi is a vector bundle of rank codimUi Yi and si is a section of Fi transverse to the zero
section. Then, over U = U1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ul, we have:
Tork1,...,klq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) = H
−q(⊗li=1 ⊗
ki
j=1 K
•(Fi, si)) = H
−q(⊗li=1K
•(Fi ⊗Rki , σki ⊗ si))
where Rki ≃ C
ki is the natural representation of Ski , with canonical basis ei, and σki is its invariant
element, that is σki =
∑ki
h=1 eh ∈ Rki . Then, since K
•(Fi ⊗Rki , σki ⊗ si) = K
•(Fi ⊗ ρki , 0)⊗K
•(Fi, si) by
[Sca15a, Remark B.5], we have:
Tork1,...,klq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) =H
−q(⊗li=1K
•(Fi, si)⊗⊗
l
i=1K
•(Fi ⊗ ρki , 0))
=H−q(⊗li=1K
•(Fi, si)⊗K
•(⊕li=1Fi ⊗ ρki , 0))
=
⊕
q1+q2=q
TorOMq1 (OY1 , . . . ,OYl)⊗ Λ
q2(⊕li=1N
∗
Yi/X
⊗ ρki)
as ×li=1Ski-representations. Now the open sets of the form U cover the algebraic variety M . It is an easy
exercise to prove that the local isomorphism shown above glue to give a global isomorphism over M .
Corollary 2.4. Let M be a smooth algebraic variety and Y1, . . . , Yl smooth subvarieties of M such that the
intersection Z := Y1 ∩ · · · ∩ Yl is smooth. Let k1, . . . , kl positive integers. Then we have, as Sk1 × · · · ×Skl-
representations
Tork1,...,klq (OY1 , . . . ,OYl) ≃ Λ
q([(⊕li=1NYi
∣∣
Z
)/NZ ]
∗
⊕
⊕li=1N
∗
Yi ⊗ ρki) .
2.2 Multitors of pairwise diagonals
In this subsection we apply the previous general formula to the case of pairwise diagonals. We are concerned
with multitors of the form TorOXnq (O∆I1 , . . . ,O∆Il ), where X is a smooth algebraic variety, and where Ij
are subsets of {1, . . . , n} of cardinality 2 such that Ii 6= Ij if i 6= j. It is therefore convenient to think of the
multi-indexes Ij as edges of a simple graph. We refer to [Die10] for basic concepts in graph theory. More
precisely, given l distinct multi-indexes I1, . . . , Il of cardinality 2, we can build the simple graph Γ, whose
set of vertices VΓ is defined as the set I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Il and whose edges are EΓ = {I1, . . . , Il}. All the vertices of
the graph Γ are non isolated, that is, they have degree greater or equal than 1. On the other hand, given a
simple graph Γ, such that its vertices VΓ are a subset of {1, . . . , n} and are non isolated, its edges are a set of
l distinct cardinality-2 multi-indexes {I1, . . . , Il} such that VΓ = I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Il. For such a graph Γ, we denote
with ∆Γ the intersection of diagonals ∆I , I ∈ EΓ and with Torq(∆,Γ) the multitor Tor
OXn
q (∆I1 , . . . ,∆Il).
The isomorphism class of this multitor does not depend on the order in which the edges Ij are taken;
however, the order of the diagonals is important when dealing with permutation of factors in a multitor:
therefore, in the following section, we will always consider l-uples of cardinality 2-multi-indexes (I1, . . . , Il),
ordered via the lexicographic order.
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Remark 2.5. Let Γ be a simple graph. Let v the number of vertices, l the number of edges and k the number
of connected components. The number of independent cycles c of the graph Γ is given by c = l − v + k.
Remark 2.6. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety of dimension d. Let Γ be a simple graph without isolated
vertices. The subvariety ∆Γ of X
n, intersection of the distinct pairwise diagonals ∆I , I ∈ EΓ is smooth of
codimension d(v − k), where v = |VΓ|. This fact, together the possibility of using formula (2.1), since all
varieties ∆I , I ∈ EΓ and ∆Γ are smooth, allows us to translate properties of the graph Γ into properties of
the multitor Torq(∆,Γ). In particular, it is clear that
• the pairwise diagonals ∆I , I ∈ EΓ, intersect transversely in the subvariety ∆Γ if and only if d(v−k) =
codimXn ∆Γ =
∑
I∈EΓ
codimXn ∆I = dl, that is, if and only if c = l − v + k = 0, that is, if and only
if the graph Γ is acyclic; in this case Torq(∆,Γ) = 0 for all q > 0.
• the sheaf QΓ :=
[
⊕I∈EΓ N∆I
∣∣
∆Γ
]
/N∆Γ is a vector bundle over ∆Γ of rank dc; hence Torq(∆,Γ) = 0
for q > dc
For A ⊆ {1, . . . , n} denote with S(A) the symmetric group of the set A and with ρA its the standard
representation. Let SΓ := StabSn(Γ) be the subgroup of Sn transforming the graph Γ into itself. It is a
subgroup of S(VΓ)×S(VΓ). Indicate with ŜΓ the subgroup S(VΓ) ∩SΓ of SΓ.
Suppose now that Γ1, . . . ,Γk are the connected components of the graph Γ; let now S1, . . . , St be the
partition of {1, . . . , k} induced by the equivalence relation defined by i ∼ j if and only if Γi is isomorphic to
Γj . Denote with S
Γ
k the subgroup S(S1)× · · · ×S(St) of Sk and with S˜Γi = StabSn(Γi) ∩S(VΓi), where
S(VΓi) is naturally seen as a subgroup of Sn. Then there is a split exact sequence
1 ✲ S˜Γ1 × · · · × S˜Γk ✲ ŜΓ ✲ S
Γ
k
✲ 1 . (2.2)
In other words, the subgroup ŜΓ of the stabilizer SΓ is a semi-direct product (S˜Γ1 × · · · × S˜Γk)⋊S
Γ
k ; the
proof of this fact is analogous to [Sca15a, Lemma 2.12]. The full stabilizer SΓ is isomorphic to
SΓ ≃ ŜΓ ×S(VΓ) ≃
(
(S˜Γ1 × · · · × S˜Γk)⋊S
Γ
k
)
×S(VΓ) .
The multitor Torq(∆,Γ) is naturally SΓ-linearized. Consider the standard representation ρVΓ of S(VΓ).
It can naturally be seen as a S(VΓ) × S(VΓ)-representation, since the second factor acts trivially on VΓ.
Denote as ρΓ := ResSΓ ρVΓ the restriction of ρVΓ to SΓ.
Notation 2.7. If Γ is a subgraph ofKn without isolated points and with k connected components Γ1, . . . ,Γk,
we denote with iΓ : X
k ⊂ ✲ XVΓ1 × · · · ×XVΓk the immersion defined by embedding each factor X in the
factor XVΓi diagonally; for any connected component Γi we indicate with pΓi : X
n ✲ XVΓi the projection
onto the factors in VΓi ; the morphism pΓ : X
n ✲ XVΓ1 × · · · ×XVΓk is defined as pΓ := pΓ1 × · · · × pΓk .
Finally, If F is a sheaf over Xk, we indicate with FΓ the sheaf over X
n defined as p∗ΓiΓ∗F . If Γ has a single
edge, say EΓ = {I}, we will denote, for brevity’s sake FΓ with FI .
Notation 2.8. We will indicate with WΓ and qΓ the representations of SΓ defined by WΓ := ⊕I∈EΓρI and
by the exact sequence
0 ✲ ρΓ ✲ WΓ ✲ qΓ ✲ 0 ,
respectively. It is clear that, if Γi are the connected components of the graph Γ, the vector space ⊕
k
i=1qΓi
is naturally a SΓ-representation isomorphic to qΓ.
Notation 2.9. Let Γ be a simple graph without isolated vertices, and let γ be an oriented cycle in Γ. If
I is an edge of γ, I = {i, j}, i < j, then we define the sign ηI,γ to be +1 if the vertex j is the immediate
successor of i in γ, and ηI,γ = −1 otherwise.
Remark 2.10. The representation qΓ is generated over C by independent cycles. More precisely, we can
consider qΓ as a subrepresentation of ⊕I∈EΓRI , where RI ≃ C
I , with basis ei, i ∈ I, is the natural S(I)-
representation. If I = {i, j}, i < j, let’s indicate with eI the vector ej − ei. If γ is an oriented cycle in
Γ, then we can consider the vector eγ :=
∑
I∈γ ηI,γeI in WΓ = ⊕I∈EΓρI ⊆ ⊕I∈EΓRI . Now γ1, . . . , γc are
independent cycles in Γ if and only if eγ1 . . . , eγc are independent in WΓ and project to a basis in qΓ. Hence
we can identify qΓ with the subspace Ceγ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ceγc of WΓ.
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Remark 2.11. Consider the vector bundles ⊞ki=1TX⊗qΓi and ⊞
k
i=1Ω
1
X⊗qΓi overX
k. They are naturallySΓ-
equivariant; indeed the SΓ acts on the variety X
k via the surjective composition SΓ ✲ ŜΓ ✲ S
Γ
k ; this
action lifts to the tangent and cotangent bundle. On the other hand the action ofSΓ over the representations
qΓi is induced by its action on qΓ.
We have the following interpretation of a multitor of pairwise diagonals Torq(∆,Γ) in terms of data
attached to the graph Γ.
Proposition 2.12. As SΓ-sheaves, we have that Torq(∆,Γ) ≃ Λq(⊞ki=1Ω
1
X ⊗ qΓi)Γ .
Proof. Consider first the case in which Γ is connected. Then ∆Γ ≃ X ×XVΓ . It is then sufficient to prove
the proposition when n = v, since the case n > v can be then obtained by flat base change. The morphism
iΓ : X ✲ X
n is an isomorphism over the image ∆Γ. Hence pulling back the exact sequence over ∆Γ
0 ✲ N∆Γ ✲ ⊕I∈EΓ NI
∣∣
∆Γ
✲ QΓ ✲ 0
via iΓ, we obtain over X , by definition of ρΓ and qΓ, a SΓ-equivariant exact sequence
0 ✲ TX ⊗ ρΓ ✲ TX ⊗WΓ ✲ TX ⊗ qΓ ✲ 0 .
Hence the vector bundle QΓ =
[
⊕I∈EΓ N∆I
∣∣
∆Γ
]
/N∆Γ over ∆Γ is isomorphic to iΓ∗(TX⊗ qΓ) = (TX⊗ qΓ)Γ
and we conclude by formula (2.1).
Consider now a general Γ. We have that ∆Γ ≃ Xk × XVΓ : it is then sufficient to consider the case
n = v for the same reasone as above. In this case iΓ : X
k ✲ Xn is an isomorphism over the image ∆Γ.
Consider the connected components Γi, i = 1, . . . , k, of the graph Γ. We have N∆Γ ≃ ⊕
k
i=1N∆Γi
∣∣
∆Γ
, since
the partial diagonals ∆Γi intersect transversely. For each i = 1, . . . , k, we have sequences
0 ✲ N∆Γi
✲ ⊕I∈EΓi NI
∣∣
∆Γi
✲ QΓi ✲ 0 .
Hence over ∆Γ we have an exact sequence
0 ✲ N∆Γ ✲ ⊕I∈EΓ NI
∣∣
∆I
✲ ⊕ki=1 QΓi ✲ 0
and hence pulling everything back to Xk we get the exact sequence
0 ✲ ⊞ki=1 TX ⊗ ρΓi ✲ ⊞
k
i=1 TX ⊗WΓi ✲ ⊞
k
i=1 TX ⊗ qΓi ✲ 0 .
Hence, as SΓ-vector bundles over ∆Γ, QΓ ≃ iΓ∗(⊞
k
i=1TX ⊗ qΓi) ≃ (⊞
k
i=1TX ⊗ qΓi)Γ, and we conclude by
formula (2.1).
Notation 2.13. Let Γ a simple graph without isolated vertices, such that VΓ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. If J ⊆ {1, . . . , n},
|J | = 2, and J 6∈ EΓ, we will indicate with Γ ∪ J the graph obtained by Γ adding the edge J , that is, the
graph defined by VΓ∪J := VΓ ∪ J , EΓ∪J := EΓ ∪ {J}.
Proposition 2.14. Let X a smooth algebraic variety of dimension d. Let Γ be a simple graph without
isolated vertices such that VΓ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and with edges EΓ = {I1, . . . , Il}. Let J ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, |J | = 2,
and J 6∈ EΓ. Identifying Torq(∆,Γ) with Torq(∆I1 , . . . ,∆Il ,OXn), the SΓ ∩SΓ∪J -equivariant map
iΓ,Γ∪J : Torq(∆,Γ) ✲ Torq(∆,Γ ∪ J) ,
induced by the restriction OXn ✲ ∆J , can be identified with
• the restriction Λq(Q∗Γ)
✲ Λq(Q∗Γ)
∣∣
∆Γ∪J
if J 6⊆ VΓ
• the natural injection Λq(Q∗Γ)
✲ Λq(Q∗Γ∪J), induced by the injection of vector bundles Q
∗
Γ
✲ Q∗Γ∪J
over ∆Γ, if J ⊆ VΓ.
Proof. Let x be a point in ∆Γ. On a small affine open neighbourhood of x, we can find vector bundles FI ,
I ∈ EΓ, of rank d, such that ∆I are the zero locus of sections sI of FI transverse to the zero section. The
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same is true for ∆J . The structural sheaves O∆I can then be resolved with Koszul complexes K
•(FI , sI).
Denote with FΓ the vector bundle ⊕I∈EΓFI and with sΓ the section ⊕IsI . Therefore
Torq(∆,Γ) ≃ H
−q(⊗I∈EΓK
•(FI , sI)) ≃ H
−q(K•(FΓ, sΓ)) ≃ Λ
q(Q∗Γ)
Torq(∆,Γ ∪ J) ≃ H
−q(K•(FΓ∪J , sΓ∪J)) ≃ Λ
q(Q∗Γ∪J) .
The morphism Torq(∆,Γ) ✲ Torq(∆,Γ∪J) of the statement is induced by the injection of vector bundles
iJ : F
∗
Γ = ⊕I∈EΓF
∗
I
✲ ⊕I∈EΓ∪J F
∗
I = F
∗
Γ∪J ; one then sees, as in the proof of theorem 2.1 that the injection
iJ induces the natural map:
Q∗Γ = [⊕I∈EΓN∆I
∣∣
∆Γ
/N∆Γ ]
∗ ✲ [(⊕I∈EΓN∆I ⊕N∆J )
∣∣
∆Γ∪J
/N∆Γ∪J ]
∗ = Q∗Γ∪J .
Now if J 6⊆ VΓ, we just have that N∆∪J ≃ N∆Γ ⊕N∆J , and hence Q
∗
Γ∪J ≃ Q
∗
Γ
∣∣
∆Γ∪J
and the previous map
is the restriction; on the other hand, if J ⊆ VΓ, Q∗Γ∪J is a vector bundle over ∆Γ∪J = ∆Γ and the previous
map is the natural injection. This proves the statement.
Proposition 2.15. Let Kv the complete graph on v vertices and suppose that VKv ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Then, as
SKv -representations,
Torq(∆,Kv) ≃ Λ
q(Ω1X ⊗ Λ
2ρv)Kv ,
where ρv denotes the standard representation of ŜKv ≃ Sv.
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case v = n, since the case v < n follows by flat base change. By
propositon 2.12, it is sufficient to prove that the representation qKn is isomorphic to Λ
2ρn. Since ρKn ≃ ρn,
it is sufficient to prove that the representation WKn = ⊕|I|=2, I⊆{1,...,n}ρI ≃ ρn ⊕ Λ
2ρn. In order to achieve
this, it is sufficient to prove that the characters of the two representations are the same. Let i the n-uple
(i1, . . . , in), with
∑
j jij = n. Denote with Ci the conjugacy class in Sn of permutations having ij j-cycles.
By Frobenius formula [FH91, exercise 4.15], the character of ρn ⊕ Λ2ρn is valued, on Ci:
(χρn + χΛ2ρn)(Ci) = i1 − 1 +
1
2
(i1 − 1)(i1 − 2)− i2 =
(
i1
2
)
− i2 .
On the other hand, a basis of the representation WKn is given by vectors eJ , J ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, |J | = 2. If
I = {i, j}, we have that (ij)eI = −eI and (ij)eih = ejh if h 6∈ I. Hence, any cycle γj of length j ≥ 3 will
act with trace zero. The 1-cycles (j1) . . . (ji1) act trivially on a
(
i1
2
)
-dimensional space, and hence with trace(
i1
2
)
. Since the cycles are disjoint, the traces add up. Hence
χWKn (Ci) =
(
i1
2
)
− i2 = (χρn + χΛ2ρn)(Ci) .
2.3 The cases n = 3, 4.
We analyse here in detail the representations qΓ with Γ a non-acyclic subgraph of Kn, n = 3, 4, with non
isolated vertices.
Non acyclic graphs. There is a unique non-acyclic subgraph ofK3 without isolated vertices, the complete
graph K3 itself. On the other hand, up to isomorphism, the non-acyclic subgraphs of K4 without isolated
vertices are the following:
• for l = 3, the complete graph K3 with 3 vertices; its stabilizer is the group S3;
• for l = 4, the 4-cycle C4 and the graph K3 ∪J , obtained by K3 adding an edge J 6⊆ EK3 ; since C4 has
dihedral symmetry, SC4 is isomorphis to the dihedral group D4; on the other hand, adding an edge
to the graph K3 reduces its symmetries to S2.
• for l = 5 the graph C4 ∪ L, obtained adding an edge L 6⊆ EC4 to the 4-cycle C4; its stabilizer is
SC4∪J ≃ S2 ×S2;
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• for l = 6, the complete graph K4; its stabilizer is the full symmetric group S4.
The non-acyclic subgraphs of K4 without isolated vertices are represented in the figure below.
K3 K3 ∪ J C4 C4 ∪ L K4
Classification of representations qΓ. In order to classify the representations qΓ we need the following
lemma
Lemma 2.16. Let n = r + s, with r, s ∈ N \ {0}. Consider the symmetric groups Sr+s, Sr, Ss. Then,
as Sr × Ss-representations, ρr+s ≃ ρr ⊕ ρs ⊕ 1 . As a consequence, if n =
∑r
i=1 ki, as Sk1 × · · · × Skr -
representations, we have ρk1+···+kr ≃ ρk1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ρkr ⊕ 1
r−1, where 1r−1 is the (r − 1)-dimensional trivial
representation.
Proof. The natural Sn-representation Rn splits as Rn ≃ Rr ⊕ Rs when seen as as Sr ×Ss-represenation.
The inclusion ρr+s ⊂ ✲ Rn = Rr ⊕ Rs is Sr × Ss-equivariant. Then, as Sr ×Ss-representations Rn ≃
Rr ⊕Rs = (ρr ⊕ 1)⊕ (ρs ⊕ 1) ≃ ρr ⊕ ρs ⊕ 12. Hence the statement: ρr+s ≃ ρr ⊕ ρs ⊕ 1.
Remark 2.17. The dihedral group D4, generated by the reflection σ and the rotation ρ, has 4 finite dimen-
sional irreducible representations: the trivial, the standard representation θ, the determinantal det := det θ,
the linear ℓ(1σ,−1ρ), the linear ℓ(−1σ,−1ρ). A description and a character table for these representation is
given in [Ser77].
We already know, by proposition 2.15, that qK3 ≃ Λ
2ρ3 ≃ ε and that qK4 ≃ Λ
2ρ4 ≃ ρ4 ⊗ ε. As for the
remaining representations qΓ for Γ a subgraph of K4 without isolated vertices we have the following.
• Γ = K3 ∪ J . Up to isomorphism we can think that EK3∪J = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}}. Hence
SK3∪J ≃ S({1, 2}) and WK3∪J = ρ12 ⊕ ρ13 ⊕ ρ23 ⊕ ρ34. The character χWK3∪J is easily (4, 0)
according to the conjugacy classes of 1, (12); but (4, 0) = (1,−1)+ (1,−1)+ (1, 0)+(1, 0) = 2χε+2χ1.
Hence χqK3∪J = χWK3∪J − χρK3∪J = 2χε + 2χ1 − χResS4
S2
ρ4
= 2χε + 2χ1 − χε − 2χ1 = χε by lemma
2.16. Hence qK3∪J ≃ ε.
• Γ = C4. Up to isomorphism, we can think thak EC4 = {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}}. We easily
have that the stabilizer SC4 is isomorphic to the dihedral group D4, where the reflection σ and the
rotation ρ are identified with σ = (24) and ρ = (1234), for example. Then χWC4 , according to
conjugacy classes, 1, σ, σρ, ρ, ρ2, is given by χWC4 = (4, 0,−2, 0, 0), and hence WC4 is isomorphic to
det⊕ℓ(1σ,−1ρ) ⊕ θ. Computing characters we get that χρC4 = (3, 1,−1,−1,−1) and hence ρC4 is
isomorphic to ℓ(1σ,−1ρ)⊕ θ as D4-representation. Hence qC4 ≃ det as D4-representation.
• Γ = C4 ∪ L. Up to isomorphism, suppose that the graph C4 ∪ L has edges EC4∪L =
{{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {1, 3}}, so that SC4∪L ≃ S(1, 3) × S(2, 4). Then, according to con-
jugacy classes 1, (13), (24), (13)(24), the character χWC4∪L is given by (5,−1, 1,−1). By lemma
2.16, ρC4∪L ≃ Res
S4
S2×S2
ρ5 ≃ (ε ⊗ 1) ⊕ (1 ⊗ ε) ⊕ 1 and hence χρC4∪L = (3, 1, 1,−1). Hence
χqC4∪L = (2,−2, 0, 0), which yields qC4∪L ≃ (ε⊗ 1)⊕ (ε⊗ ε).
Multitors as SΓ-representations. For n = 3, 4, all non-acyclic graph are connected, hence the cor-
responding Torq(∆,Γ) is isomorphic to Λ
q(Ω1X ⊗ qΓ)Γ. We decompose the exterior power Λ
q(Ω1X ⊗ qΓ)
according to the Schur-functor decomposition
Λq(Ω1X ⊗ qΓ) =
⊕
λ
SλΩ1X ⊗ S
λ′qΓ
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where the direct sum is taken on partitions λ of q such that λ has at most dimX rows and at most dim qΓ
columns [FH91, Exercise 6.11]. In the next section it will be important to determine SΓ-invariants of the
previous exterior power. We have the following
Lemma 2.18. Let n = 4, let Γ1 be a graph of the kind C4∪L and let K4 the complete graph with 4-vertices. If
SλqΓ1 has nontrivial SΓ1-invariants, or if S
λqK4 has nontrivial S4–invariants, then the partition λ appears
in the following table, which indicates as well the dimension of the space of invariants.
λ
(2) (3) (4) (3,1) (2,2) (3,1,1) (6) (5,1) (4,2) (2,2,2)
dim(SλqΓ)
SΓ
Γ1 2 0 3 1 1 0 4 2 2 0
K4 1 1 2 0 1 1 3 1 2 1
Table 1
Proof. The proof is straightforward in the case of the graph Γ1. In the case of the complete graph K4,
we decompose Sλ(qK4) ≃ S
λ(ρ4 ⊗ ε) ≃ SλV 2,1,1 into irreducible S4-representations via the script in GAP
[GAP15] indicated in [mof].
3 Invariants of diagonal ideals for low n.
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. The ideal I∆n of the big diagonal ∆n is the intersection I∆n =
∩I⊆{1,...,n},|I|=2I∆I of ideals of pairwise diagonals ∆I , I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = 2: it is then isomorphic to the
kernel of the natural morphism
OXn ✲
⊕
I⊆{1,...,n},|I|=2
O∆I . (3.1)
Hence it is useful to consider, for each multi-index I of cardinality 2, a right resolution K•I of the ideal sheaf
I∆I :
K•I : 0 ✲ OXn ✲ O∆I ✲ 0 ,
concentrated in degree 0 and 1: indeed, the first nontrivial map of the Sn-equivariant complex
⊗
I K
•
I is
indeed exactly (3.1); here the order in which the tensor product is taken is always the lexicographic order
on the cardinality 2-multi-indexes. However, the complex
⊗
I K
•
I is not exact, and in order to to deal with
this problem, it is better to consider the derived tensor product of complexes
L⊗
I
K•I .
Indeed, let r = n(n+ 1)/2 and consider the spectral sequence
Ep,q1 :=
⊕
i1+···+ir=p
Tor−q(K
i1
1,2, · · · ,K
ir
n1,n) . (3.2)
It abuts to the cohomology Hp+q(
⊗L
I K
•
I ) and the term E
0,0
2 is clearly isomorphic to the ideal I∆n .
Remark 3.1. Since I∆I are sheaves and the complexes K
•
I are their resolutions, H
p+q(
⊗L
I K
•
I) =
Tor−p−q(I∆12 , · · · , I∆n−1,n) = 0 for p + q > 0. Consequently, the abutment of the spectral sequence is
zero for p+ q > 0.
We plan to get information on the sheaf of invariants ISn∆n = (E
0,0
2 )
Sn from the vanishing of the abutment
in positive degree and from studying the spectral sequence of invariants in detail.
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3.1 The comprehensive Sn-action on the spectral sequence E
p,q
1 .
We will here briefly explain the action of the symmetric group Sn on the derived tensor product
⊗L
I K
•
I
or, equivalently, on the spectral sequence Ep,q1 . This is analogous to what done in [Sca09] for the de-
rived tensor power of a complex of sheaves C•. The point here is that, when considering the multitors
Tor−q(K
i1
1,2, · · · ,K
ir
n1,n), the terms K
h
I are not just sheaves, but terms of a complex K
•
I . In the following
remark we will recall what we explained in detail in [Sca09, Section 4.1] and [Sca09, Appendix B].
Remark 3.2. Let C•1 , C
•
2 complexes of sheaves over a variety M . If we have a tensor product of complexes
of sheaves C•1 ⊗ C
•
2 the permutation of factors τ12 : C
•
1 ⊗ C
•
2
✲ C•2 ⊗ C
•
1 is a morphism of complexes if and
only if τ12 acts on the term of degree h, that is the term (C•1 ⊗C
•
2)
h := ⊕i+j=hCi1⊗C
j
2, exchanging the terms
Ci1⊗C
j
2
✲ Cj2⊗C
i
1 and twisting by the sign (−1)
ij . The same argument can be applied to a tensor product
of complexes C•1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C
•
r . Indeed, in order to understand how a general permutation of factors operate on
a tensor product of complexes, it is sufficient to understand how a consecutive transposition acts, and this
is completely analogous to the case r = 2.
If now we want to understand the effect of permutating factors in a derived tensor product C•1⊗
L · · ·⊗LC•r ,
we have to resolve each of the complexes C•j with a complex of locally free R
•
j (at least locally), and apply
the previous reasoning to R•1 ⊗ · · · ⊗R
•
r . To be more explicit, at the level of spectral sequences, consider a
consecutive transposition τj,j+1 ∈ Sr and consider the spectral sequences
Ep,q1 = ⊕i1+···+ir=pTor−q(C
i1
1 , . . . , C
ij
j , C
ij+1
j+1 , . . . , C
ir
r )
E′
p,q
1 = ⊕h1+···+hr=pTor−q(C
h1
1 , . . . , C
hj+1
j+1 , C
hj
j , . . . , C
hr
r ) ,
abutting to Hp+q(C•1 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L C•j ⊗
L C•j+1 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L C•r ) and H
p+q(C•1 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L C•j+1 ⊗
L C•j ⊗
L · · · ⊗L C•r ).
The consecutive transposition τj,j+1 induces an isomorphism E
p,q
1
✲ E′
p,q
1 and hence isomorphisms
τ̂j,j+1 : Tor−q(C
i1
1 , . . . , C
ij
j , C
ij+1
j+1 , . . . , C
ir
r )
✲ Tor−q(C
i1
1 , . . . , C
ij+1
j+1 , C
ij
j , . . . , C
ir
r ) .
Now, considering the Cill just sheaves, and not as terms of a complex C
•
l , one has the standard permutation
of factors in a multitor
τ˜j,j+1 : Tor−q(C
i1
1 , . . . , C
ij
j , C
ij+1
j+1 , . . . , C
ir
r )
✲ Tor−q(C
i1
1 , . . . , C
ij+1
j+1 , C
ij
j , . . . , C
ir
r ) .
We proved in [Sca09, section 4.1] that the two isomorphisms τ˜j,j+1 and τ̂j,j+1 are related by the sign
τ̂j,j+1 = (−1)
ijij+1 τ˜j,j+1 . (3.3)
Remark 3.3. When we say that the complex K•1,2 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•n−1,n is Sn-equivariant, what we mean is
that Sn acts up to permutation of factors. More precisely, we can interpret the Sn-action in the following
way. For brevity’s sake, denote with m = n(n + 1)/2 and set EKn := {J1, . . . , Jm} in lexicographic order.
Consider the monomorphism θ : Sn ⊂ ✲ S(EKn) induced by the natural action of Sn on EKn : if σ ∈ Sn,
we will briefly indicate with σ˜ its image in S(EKn). Denote with ∆Sn the subgroup of Sn×S(EKn)
op given
by the set of couples (σ, σ˜−1), such that σ ∈ Sn. The complex K•J1 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•Jm is now ∆Sn-equivariant ;
any element (σ, σ˜−1) ∈ ∆Sn acts via a composition
K•J1 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•Jm
λσ
✲ σ∗
(
K•σ(J1) ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•σ(Jm)
) λσ˜−1✲ σ∗(K•J1 ⊗L · · · ⊗L K•Jm)
where λσ is the geometric action and is induced by isomorphisms
K•J1 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•Jm
✲ σ∗K•σ(J1) ⊗
L · · · ⊗L σ∗K•σ(Jm) ≃ σ
∗
(
K•σ(J1) ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•σ(Jm)
)
,
while λσ˜−1 is the permutation of factors induced by σ˜
−1: it operates the same way as the permuta-
tions described in remark 3.2. At the level of the spectral sequence (3.2) and in the identification of
Tor−q(K
i1
J1
, . . . ,KimJm) with Tor−q(∆,Γ) for some subgraph Γ of Kn without isolated vertices, the action of
an element (σ, σ˜) is expressed through compositions of isomorphisms
Tor−q(∆,Γ)
λσ
✲ σ∗Tor−q(∆, σ(Γ))
λ
σ˜−1✲ σ∗Tor−q(∆, σ(Γ))
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where λσ is described by the geometric action seen throughout subsection 2.2 and where λσ˜−1 is the derived
permutative action described in remark 3.2: in other words, after formula 3.3, λσ˜−1 operates with the sign
εEσ(Γ)(σ˜
−1) = εEσ(Γ)(σ˜), where σ˜ is naturally seen in S(Eσ(Γ)) and where εEσ(Γ) is the alternating represen-
tation of S(Eσ(Γ)). In particular, if σ ∈ SΓ, for the comprehensive SΓ action, we have the isomorphism of
SΓ-representations:
Tor−q(∆,Γ) ≃ Λ
q(⊞ki=1Ω
1
X ⊗ qΓi)Γi ⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ .
From now on, we wil omit talking about the group ∆Sn and, for brevity’s sake, when considering the Sn-
action on the derived tensor product K•1,2 ⊗
L · · · ⊗L K•n−1,n, we will always tacitly intend the ∆Sn -action
explained here above.
Remark 3.4. Denote with Gl,n the set of subgraphs of the complete graph Kn without isolated vertices and
with l edges. We can form Sn-equivariant complexes of OXn -modules (Γ •q , ∂
•) on Xn by setting Γ 00 := OXn ,
Γpq := ⊕Γ∈Gp,nΛ
q(Q∗Γ) and where the differential ∂
p : Γ pq
✲ Γ p+1q is defined, over the component Λ
q(Q∗Γ′),
Γ′ ∈ Gp+1,n, as the alternating sum:
∂p(x)
Γ′
=
∑
Γ∈Gp,n
Γ⊆Γ′
εΓ,Γ′ iΓ,Γ′(x)
over the subgraphs of Γ′ with p-edges of the inclusions iΓ,Γ′ . The sign εΓ,Γ′ is defined as (−1)a−1, where a
is the position in Γ′ — according to the lexicographic order — of the only edge in Γ′ which is not in Γ. It is
now immediate, using proposition 2.14, to show that the complexes Γ •q are Sn-equivariant and isomorphic
to E•,q1 . The complexes Γ
•
q are not exact in general, as we will see in the sequel; however, they seem to arise
in a pretty natural way as combinatorial objects, without the need to be linked to multitors; they might
have an interest on their own. On the other hand it seems difficult to describe a general pattern for their
cohomology.
Notation 3.5. In what follows, if H ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is a cardinality 3 multi-index, we will indicate with
K3(H) the complete graph with vertices in H , which is a 3-cycle. Sometimes, for brevity’s sake, and when
there is no risk of confusion, we will indicate this 3-cycle directly with H , instead of K3(H).
Notation 3.6. For r, j ∈ N, j ≥ 1, we will write the sheaf (ΛjΩ1X ⊠ OXn−3) ⊗ I
r
∆n−2
over the variety
X × Xn−3 just with ΛjΩ1X ⊠ I
r
∆n−2
, or with ΛjΩ1X(−r∆n−2). We will also indicate with Λ
jΩ1X ⊠ O∆n−2
the sheaf (ΛjΩ1X ⊠OXn−3)⊗O∆n−2.
Lemma 3.7. The kernel of the first differential d1 : E
1,0
1
✲ E2,01 of the spectral sequence E
p,q
1 is given by
kerd1 ≃
(
⊕|I|=2 O∆I
)
0
:=
{
(fI)I ∈ ⊕|I|=2O∆I | (fJ − fK)
∣∣
∆J∩∆K
= 0, ∀ J,K, J 6= K
}
.
The term E3,−12 is given by: E
3,−1
2 ≃
⊕
|H|=3Q
∗
K3(H)
⊗
⋂
|J|=2,J 6⊆H I∆J ≃
⊕
|H|=3(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆n−2)K3(H).
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the fact that the map ∂1 : Γ 10 ✲ Γ
2
0 in remark 3.4 is given
by
(∂1(fI)I)Γ = (εJ,ΓfJ + εK,ΓfK)
∣∣
∆J∩∆K
= εJ,Γ(fJ − fK)
∣∣
∆J∩∆K
,
where Γ is the graph with two edges J and K.
The second statement follows in a similar way, considering that E3,11 ≃ Γ
3
1 ≃
⊕
|H|=3Q
∗
K3(H)
and that
the differential ∂3 : Γ 31
✲ Γ 41 is induced by restrictions
∂3((xH)H)K3(L)∪J = εK3(L),K3(L)∪JxL
∣∣
∆L∩∆J
,
where H and L are cardinality 3 multi-indexes and J is a cardinality 2 multi-index. Hence (xH)H ∈⊕
|H|=3Q
∗
K3(H)
belongs to E3,12 if and only each restriction xH
∣∣
∆H∩∆J
is zero. But this means exactly it
belongs to
⊕
|H|=3Q
∗
K3(H)
⊗ ∩|J|=2,J 6⊆HI∆J . Note that each sheaf Q
∗
K3(H)
⊗ ∩|J|=2,J 6⊆HI∆J is isomorphic
to (Ω1X ⊠ I∆n−2)K3(H).
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Remark 3.8. By Danila’s lemma, we have the isomorphism of sheaves of invariants over SnX
(Ep,q1 )
Sn ≃
⊕
[Γ]∈Gl,n /Sn
π∗(Tor−q(∆,Γ))
SΓ ≃
⊕
[Γ]∈Gl,n /Sn
π∗(Λ
q(Q∗Γ))
SΓ
where on the right hand sides we consider the comprehensive Sn-action. More in general, we consider a
subgroup G of Sn. Hence the sheaves of G-invariants over the symmetric variety S
nX
π∗(E
p,q
1 )
G ≃
⊕
[Γ]∈Gl,n /G
π∗(Tor−q(∆,Γ))
StabG(Γ) ≃
⊕
[Γ]∈Gl,n /G
π∗(Λ
q(Q∗Γ))
StabG(Γ)
The following table lists the groups SΓ and the representation ResSΓ εEΓ for all isomorphisms classes
of non empty graphs Γ ⊆ K4 without isolated vertices. Here we indicate with A1 the graph with a single
edge, with A2 a graph with two intersecting edges, with B2 a graph with two non-intersecting edges, with
A3 and B3 the acyclic subgraphs of K4 with three edges and with, respectively, no vertex of degree 3 and a
single vertex of degree 3.
Γ = A1 Γ = A2 Γ = B2 Γ = A3 Γ = B3 Γ = K3 Γ = K3 ∪ J Γ = C4 Γ = C4 ∪ L Γ = K4
SΓ S2 ×S2 S2 S2 ×S2 ×S2 S2 S2 S3 S2 D4 S2 ×S2 S4
ResSΓ εEΓ 1 ε 1⊗ 1⊗ ε ε ε ε ε ℓ(−1ρ, 1σ) 1 1
Table 2
The case of the graph Γ = B2 needs a line of explanation. We can suppose that Γ is the graph consisting
of the edges {1, 2}, {3, 4}; hence SΓ = 〈(12)〉 × 〈(34)〉 × 〈(13)(24)〉. The subgroup 〈(13)(24)〉 is isomorphic
to SΓ2 and acts nontrivially in the representation ResS2×S2×S2 εEΓ .
Lemma 3.9. The invariants (E2,01 )
Sn of the term E2,01 of the spectral sequence E
p,q
1 are isomorphic to the
sheaf A4(OX) := π∗
(
(O∆12 ⊗ O∆34) ⊗ ε ⊗ 1
)〈(13)(34)〉⊗S({5,...,n})
. Over an affine open set SnU its module
of sections is isomorphic to Λ2H0(OU )⊗ Sn−4H0(OU ).
Proof. We first remark that, for any n ≥ 4, the types A2 and B2 are the only isomorphism classes of
subgraphs of Kn with 2 edges and without isolated vertices. By remark 3.8, we have that π∗(E
2,0
1 )
Sn ≃
π∗(O∆Γ1 ⊗ResSΓ1 εΓ1)
SΓ1 ⊕π∗(OΓ2 ⊗ResSΓ2 εΓ2)
SΓ2 , where Γ1 is a graph of type A2, and Γ2 is a graph of
type B2. Now the first summand is zero and the second identifies to the one in the statement, when taken
Γ2 to be the graph with edges {1, 2}, {3, 4}.
Notation 3.10. Let n, l ∈ N∗, l < n. We denote with wl the morphism X × Sn−lX ✲ SnX sending
(x, y) to the 0-cycle lx+ y. It is a finite morphism if l = 1 and a closed immersion if l ≥ 2.
Proposition 3.11. In the identifications (E1,01 )
Sn ≃ w2∗(OX ⊠ OSn−2X) and (E
2,0
1 )
Sn ≃ A4(OX), the
invariant differential dSn1 : (E
1,0
1 )
Sn ✲ (E2,01 )
Sn of the spectral sequence (Ep,q1 )
Sn is determined locally,
over an affine open set of the form SnU = SpecSnA, by the formula
dSn1 (a⊗ b1. . . . .bn−2) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n−2
(a⊗ bibj − bibj ⊗ a)⊗ b̂ij ,
where a, bi ∈ A.
Proof. The expression is obtained — over an affine open set of the form SnU as in the statement — by
identifying π∗(E
2,0
1 )
Sn with π∗(O∆Γ2 )
SΓ2 where Γ2 is the graph with edges {1, 2}, {3, 4} we considered in
the proof of lemma 3.9. Hence the map of invariants dSn1 can be identified with the morphism
w2∗(OX ⊠OSn−2X) ≃ π∗(O∆12)
S({3,...,n}) ≃ [π∗(O∆12)⊕ π∗(O∆34)]
SΓ2 ✲ π∗(O∆Γ2 )
SΓ2 ≃ A4(OX)
given by
dSn1 (a⊗ b1 . . . bn−2) = d1(a⊗ b1 . . . bn−2 + (13)(24)∗(a⊗ b1 . . . bn−2))
= d1(a⊗ b1 . . . bn−2) + (13)(24)∗d1(a⊗ b1 . . . bn−2)
=
∑
1≤i<j≤n−2
(a⊗ bibj − bibj ⊗ a)⊗ b̂ij
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where we saw the element b1. . . . .bn−2 as a S({3, . . . , n})-invariant element in H0(U)⊗n−2.
Notation 3.12. We denote the kernel ker dSn1 with w2∗(OX ⊠OSn−2X)0.
The next lemma is immediate from lemma 3.7.
Lemma 3.13. The invariants (E3,−12 )
Sn of the term E3,−12 of the spectral sequence E
p,q
1 are isomorphic to
the sheaf w3∗((Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆n−2)
Sn−3), where Sn−3 acts on the factor X
n−3 of the product X ×Xn−3.
3.2 The case n = 3.
Theorem 3.14. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. The complex of coherent sheaves over S3X
I•3 : 0 ✲ OS3X
r
✲ w2∗(OX×X)
D
✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X) ✲ 0
— where r is the restriction and d is given locally by D(a⊗ b) = 2adb− bda — is a resolution of the sheaf
of invariants (I∆3)
S3 .
Proof. All subgraphs Γ ⊆ K3 are connected. Hence the multitors Torq(∆,Γ) are isomorphic to
Λq(Ω1X ⊗ qΓ)Γ ⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ
for the comprehensive SΓ-action. Remembering that qK3 ≃ ε3 and using table 2 we see immediately that
the term (E3,−21 )
S3 ≃ Tor2(∆,K3)S3 ≃ w3∗(Λ
2Ω1X ⊗ε)
S3 vanishes. Moreover, (E2,01 )
S3 ≃ π∗(O∆123⊗ε)
S2 ,
(E3,01 )
S3 ≃ π∗(O∆123 ⊗ ε)
S3 : hence there are no S3-invariants for q = 0, p = 2, 3. Therefore, for p+ q ≥ 0,
the only nonzero terms in the spectral sequence of invariants are of the form (E0,01 )
S3 , (E1,01 )
S3 , (E3,−11 )
S3
and (E3,−31 )
S3 . The first two are easily proven to be isomorphic to the sheaves OS3X and w2∗(OX×X),
respectively. Moreover (E3,−11 )
S3 ≃ Tor1(∆,K3)S3 ≃ w3∗(Ω
1
X) and, analogously, (E
3,−3
1 )
S3 ≃ w3∗(Λ
3Ω1X).
Hence we have the resolution of the statement where the map D : w2∗(OX×X) ✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X) is induced by
the second differential dS32 of the spectral sequence of invariants; the precise local expression of the map D
follows from proposition A.12 in the appendix.
Let G = S({23}). In section 4.3 we will need the following result about the invariants π∗(I∆3)
G.
Proposition 3.15. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. Over S3X, the sheaf of invariants π∗(I∆3)
G is
resolved by the complex
0 ✲ w1∗(OX ⊠OS2X) ✲
[
w2∗(OX ⊠OX)
⊕2
]
0
✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X)
✲ 0 .
Here the sheaf
[
w2∗(OX ⊠OX)
⊕2
]
0
is the kernel of the map w2∗(OX ⊠OX)
⊕2 ✲ w2∗(O∆2) given locally
by (a ⊗ u, b ⊗ v) ✲ au − bv. The first map of the complex is locally defined as a ⊗ u.v ✲ (au ⊗ v +
av ⊗ u, 2uv ⊗ a), while the second is determined by (a⊗ u, b⊗ v) ✲ 2adu− vdb.
Proof. We consider the invariants π∗(E
p,q
1 )
G of the spectral sequence Ep,q1 by the group G = S({23}). By
proposition 2.12, remark 3.3 and remark 3.8, the terms π∗(E
p,q
1 ), as G-representations, are
π∗(E
p,q
1 ) ≃
⊕
[Γ]∈Gp,3 /G
Λ−q(Ω1X ⊗ ResStabG(Γ) qΓ)Γ ⊗ ResStabG(Γ) εEΓ .
It is then immediate to prove that π∗(E
0,0
1 )
G ≃ π∗(OX3)
G ≃ w1∗(OX ⊠ OS2X), π∗(E
1,0
1 )
G ≃ π∗(O∆12) ⊕
π∗(O∆23) ≃ w2∗(OX ⊠ OX)
⊕2, π∗(E
2,0
1 )
G ≃ π∗(O∆123) ≃ w2∗(O∆2). For q < 0 and p + q ≥ 0, the only
nontrivial terms are
π∗(E
3,−1
1 )
G ≃ w3∗(Ω
1
X)
and π∗(E
3,−3
1 )
G ≃ w3∗(Λ
3Ω1X), since π∗(E
3,−2
1 )
G ≃
[
w3∗(Λ
2(Ω1X ⊗ ε))⊗ ε
]G
= 0. It is now easy to see that
π∗(E
1,0
2 )
G ≃
[
w2∗(OX ⊠OX)
⊕2
]
0
; hence, drawing the page E2 of the spectral sequence, we get the complex
in the statement. To prove that the maps are the ones mentioned above, one sees immediately that the first
is induced by restrictions, while for the second one has just to track down the higher differential dG2 , but
this is done easily taking G-invariants in the statement of corollary A.11.
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3.3 The case n = 4.
In order to understand the S4-invariants of the sheaf I∆4 , we have to work out the spectral sequence
π∗(E
p,q
1 )
S4 ; the first step, by virtue of remark 3.8, is to compute, for each class [Γ] ∈ Γ ∈ Gp,4 /S4, the
invariants π∗(Tor−q(∆,Γ) ⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ)
SΓ . For q < 0, we are just interested in graphs with at least one
cycle, which are all connected: the above sheaves then have the form
π∗(Tor−q(∆,Γ)⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ)
SΓ ≃ π∗(Λ
−q(Ω1X ⊗ qΓ)Γ ⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ)
SΓ
and hence can be computed easily by combining table 1 with table 2. For convenience of the reader we
present the computation of the invariants π∗(Tor−q(∆,Γ)⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ)
SΓ in the following table.
Γ = K3 Γ = K3 ∪ J Γ = C4 Γ = C4 ∪ L Γ = K4
q = −1 w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠OX) w4∗(Ω
1
X) 0 0 0
q = −2 0 0 w4∗(Λ
2Ω1X ⊕ Λ
2Ω1X) w4∗(Λ
2Ω1X)
q = −3 w3∗(Λ
3Ω1X ⊠OX) w4∗(Λ
3Ω1X) 0 0 w4∗(S
3Ω1X)
q = −4 0 0 0 w4∗((Λ
4Ω1X)
⊕3 ⊕ S2,1,1Ω1X ⊕ S
2,2Ω1X) w4∗((Λ
4Ω1X)
⊕2 ⊕ S2,2Ω1X)
q = −5 w3∗(Λ
5Ω1X ⊠OX) w3∗(Λ
5Ω1X) 0 0 w4∗(S
3,1,1Ω1X)
q = −6 0 0 0 w4∗((Λ
6Ω1X)
⊕4 ⊕ (S2,1,1,1,1Ω1X)
⊕2)⊕ w4∗((Λ
6Ω1X)
⊕3 ⊕ S2,1,1,1,1Ω1X))⊕
w4∗((S
2,2,1,1Ω1X)
⊕2) w4∗((S
2,2,1,1Ω1X)
⊕2 ⊕ S3,3Ω1X)
Table 3
As for q = 0, it is clear that
π∗(E
p,0
1 )
S4 ≃ π∗(Γ
p
0 )
Sn ≃ ⊕[Γ]∈Gp,4 /S4π∗(O∆Γ ⊗ ResSΓ εEΓ)
SΓ .
We have the following lemmas
Lemma 3.16. The complex π∗(E
•,0
1 )
S4 ≃ π∗(Γ •0 )
Sn is quasi isomorphic to the complex
0 ✲ OS4X
r
✲ w2∗(OX ⊠OS2X)
dSn1✲ A4(OX) ✲ 0 ,
which is exact in degree greater or equal than 2. The first map is the restriction, while the second is given
locally by a⊗ b.c ✲ a ∧ bc.
Proof. With the help of table 2, we immediately have that the complex (π∗E
•,0
1 )
S4 is quasi-isomorphic to
the complex
0 ✲ OS4X
r
✲ w2∗(OX⊠OS2X)
dSn1✲ A4(OX) ✲ 0 ✲ 0 ✲ π∗(O∆1234) ✲ π∗(O∆1234) ✲ 0 .
The map π∗(O∆1234) ✲ π∗(O∆1234 ) is immediately an isomorphism, being induced by the identity on the
sheaf O∆1234 ; the map d
Sn
1 : w2∗(OX ⊠ OS2X)
✲ A4(OX) is surjective, by proposition 3.11, since it is
given locally, on an affine open subset of the form SnU , U = Spec(A), by the map A ⊗ S2A ✲ Λ2A,
sending a⊗ b.c to a ∧ bc = a⊗ bc− bc⊗ a.
Lemma 3.17. Consider a graph Γ of the kind C4 ∪ L. Then the vector space Λ4(C2 ⊗ qΓ) is completely
SΓ-invariant. Moreover, the composition
c : Λ4(C2 ⊗ qΓ) ✲ Λ
4(C2 ⊗ qK4) ✲ Λ
4(C2 ⊗ qK4)
S4
where the first map is the injection iΓ,K4 and the second is the projection onto the invariants, is an isomor-
phism.
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Proof. The first statement is a consequence of table 1, case in which Γ is of the kind C4 ∪ L, q = 4, and
X = C2. By the same table we can also deduce that the vector space Λ4(C2 ⊗ qK4)
S4 is one dimensonal.
Therefore, to prove the second statement, we just have to prove that the map c is nonzero. It is not restrictive
to suppose that Γ is defined by edges {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}. Indicating an oriented 3-cycle with
a sequence of its vertices, the basis of C2 ⊗ qΓ is then given by vectors ei ⊗ e123 and and ei ⊗ e134, i = 1, 2.
Denote more briefly, for an oriented 3-cycle H , with γH = e1 ⊗ eH and δH = e2 ⊗ eH , where we write the
elements in the set H in an order according to the given orientation. Hence we can take as a basis of C2⊗qΓ
the vectors γ123, δ123, γ134, δ134; similarly, as a basis of C2 ⊗ qK4 we take the previous vectors, to which
we add γ124, δ124. For brevity’s sake, denote with αH := γH ∧ δH . A basis of Λ4(C2 ⊗ qΓ), which is fully
invariant, is then given by a = α123 ∧α134. Since this element is invariant by SΓ ≃ 〈(13)〉 × 〈(24)〉, we have
that the map c is, up to a constant, given by
c(a) =
∑
[σ]∈S4/SΓ
σ∗iΓ,K4a .
Now the cosets S4/SΓ can be represented by the set {id, (12), (14), (23), (34), (12)(34)}, hence c(a) is given,
up to a constant by
c(a) = α123 ∧ α134 + α213 ∧ α234 + α423 ∧ α431 + α132 ∧ α124 + α124 ∧ α143 + α214 ∧ α243
= α123 ∧ α134 + α123 ∧ α234 + α234 ∧ α134 + α123 ∧ α124 + α124 ∧ α134 + α124 ∧ α234
Now, using that α234 = α123 + α134 − α124, we get easily that, up to a constant,
c(a) = 3
(
α123 ∧ α124 + α123 ∧ α134 + α124 ∧ α134
)
which is a nonzero element of Λ4(C2 ⊗ qK4)
S4 ⊆ Λ4(C2 ⊗ qK4).
Notation 3.18. Consider now the second invariant differential
A := dS42 : w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2) ≃ π∗(E
3,−1
2 )
S4 ≃ ✲ π∗(E
5,−2
2 )
S4 .
Its precise expression is determined in the appendix, corollary A.15. We denote with w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)0 its
kernel.
Recall notation 3.12. We have the following result.
Theorem 3.19. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. The sheaf of invariants (I∆4)
S4 over the symmetric
variety S4X admits a right resolution given by a natural complex
I•4 := 0 ✲ OS4X
r
✲ w2∗(OX ⊠OS2X)0
D
✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)0
C
✲ w4∗(S
3Ω1X)
✲ 0 ,
where r is the restriction, D is defined locally as D(a⊗ u.v) = (2adu− uda)⊗ v + (2adv − vda)⊗ u and C
is determined, up to a constant, by C(ω ⊗ f) = sym(ω ⊗ d2∆f), where ω ∈ Ω
1
X and f ∈ I∆2 .
Proof. For brevity’s sake, we will do the proof in the case dimX ≤ 2: the proof in the general case is
analogous, but slighlty more technical: we indicate in the next remark how to adapt the present proof to
the general case.
The abutment of the spectral sequence of invariants π∗(E
p,q
1 )
S4 is zero in positive degree, after remark 3.1.
The complex π∗(E
•,0
1 )
S4 has been studied in lemma 3.16. At level q = −1, recalling table 3 and notation
3.6, we just have the complex w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠OX)
✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠O∆2) ≃ w4∗(Ω
1
X), in degree 3 and 4, and at
level q = −2 we have the complex w4∗(KX ⊕ KX) ✲ w4∗(KX), in degree 5 and 6. Moreover, at level
q = −4, we have the complex w4∗(K
2
X)
✲ w4∗(K
2
X), in degree 5 and 6. The only other nonzero terms
for q < 0 are π∗(E
6,−3
1 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(S
3Ω1X) and π∗(E
6,−6
1 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(K
3
X).
We now prove that the map w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ OX)
✲ w4∗(Ω
1
X) is surjective. Indeed it can be seen as the
map of S4-invariants
(E3,−11 )
S4 ≃ π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123))
S3 ✲ π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123)∪{34})
S2 .
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This map is naturally the composition
π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123))
S3 ⊂ ✲ π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123))
S2 ✲ π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123)∪{34})
S2
where the first map is the natural inclusion and the second is the map of S2-invariants of the
map π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123))
✲ π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123)∪{34}). But this last map is surjective, since the map
(Ω1X)K3(123)
✲ (Ω1X)K3(123)∪{34} is a restriction and hence surjective, and because π is finite. More-
over, the natural inclusion π∗((Ω
1)K3(123))
S3 ⊂ ✲ π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123))
S2 is an isomorphism, since both terms
coincide with π∗((Ω
1
X)K3(123)). This means in particular that π∗(E
4,−1
2 )
S4 = 0.
Let’s now look at the map w4∗(KX ⊕KX) ✲ w4∗(KX). Its cokernel is isomorphic to π∗(E
6,−2
2 )
S4 .
Now, because of the form of the complexes π∗(E
•,q
1 )
S4 for q = 0,−1, and because we proved that
π∗(E
4,−1
2 )
S4 = 0, there are no nonzero higher invariant differentials dS4l targeting π∗(E
6,−2
2 )
S4 : hence
this term has to live till the ∞-page, as a graded sheaf of the abutment, but the abutment in degree 4 is
zero. Hence π∗(E
6,−2
2 )
S4 has to vanish and the map w4∗(KX ⊕KX) ✲ w4∗(KX) has to be surjective.
Hence π∗(E
5,−2
2 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(KX).
Finally, we look at the map π∗(E
5,−4
1 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(K
2
X)
✲ w4∗(K
2
X) ≃ π∗(E
6,−4
1 )
S4 at level q = −4. It
coincides with the map of invariants
π∗(Λ
4(Q∗Γ))
SΓ ✲ π∗(Λ
4(Q∗K4))
S4 , (3.4)
induced by the inclusion iΓ,K4 : Q
∗
Γ
⊂ ✲ Q∗K4 , where Γ is a graph of the kind C4 ∪ L. Now, since both SΓ
and S4 act trivially over ∆1234 = ∆Γ, and π|∆1234 is a closed immersion, the map (3.4) is an isomorphism
if and only if the map of line bundles iΓ∗K
2
X ≃ Λ
4(Q∗Γ)
SΓ ✲ Λ4(Q∗K4)
S4 ≃ iΓ∗K
2
X over ∆1234 is. Since
Λ4(Q∗Γ) is fully SΓ-invariant, the previous map coincide, up to constants, with the composition
Λ4(Q∗Γ) ✲ Λ
4(Q∗K4)
✲ Λ4(Q∗K4)
S4 ,
where the first is the inclusion and the second is the projection onto the invariants. Now, on the fibers, this
map is precisely the map of lemma 3.17. Hence it is an isomorphism.
Consequently, at level E2, the only nonzero terms are
π∗(E
0,0
2 )
S4 ≃ (I∆4)
S4 π∗(E
1,0
2 )
S4 ≃ coker
(
OS4X ✲ w2∗(OX ⊠OS2X)0
)
π∗(E
3,−1
2 )
S4 ≃ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2) , π∗(E
5,−2
2 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(KX)
π∗(E
6,−3
2 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(S
3Ω1X) , π∗(E
6,−6
2 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(K
3
X) .
Therefore, drawing the page E2 of the spectral sequence π∗(E
p,q
1 )
S4 , we deduce a complex
0 ✲ π∗(E
1,0
2 )
S4 ✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)
A
✲ w4∗(KX) ✲ 0 which is non exact only in the middle,
with cohomology isomorphic to w4∗(S
3Ω1X); henceforth we have an exact sequence
0 ✲ π∗(E
1,0
2 )
S4 ✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)0
C
✲ w4∗(S
3Ω1X) ✲ 0 .
The statement of the theorem follows, since one has as well an exact sequence
0 ✲ (I∆4)
S4 ✲ OS4X ✲ w2∗(OX ×OS2X)0 ✲ π∗(E
1,0
2 )
S4 ✲ 0 .
The precise expression of mapD and C will be determined in the appendix, proposition A.12 and proposition
A.19.
Remark 3.20. We sketch here how to adapt the proof in the case X is of higher dimension. Using ta-
ble 3, we see that, for p ≤ 4, we have to consider, for q negative odd, the surjective maps (E3,q1 )
S4 ≃
w3∗(Λ
−qΩ1X ⊠ OX)
✲✲ w4∗(Λ
−qΩ1X) ≃ (E
4,q
1 )
S4 . Hence, for q odd, (E3,q2 )
S4 ≃ w3∗(Λ
−qΩ1X ⊠ I∆2) and
(E4,q2 )
S4 = 0. Consider now p ≥ 5. Analogously as in the case of a surface, we have a surjective map
(E5,−21 )
S4 ≃ w4∗(Λ
2Ω1X ⊕ Λ
2Ω1X)
✲ w4∗(Λ
2Ω1X) ≃ (E
6,−2
1 )
S4 , with kernel w4∗(Λ
2Ω1X) ≃ (E
5,−2
2 )
S2 . In
higher dimension one can prove, in a way similar to lemma 3.17, that the map (E5,−41 )
S4 ✲ (E6,−41 )
S4
is surjective with kernel w4∗(Λ
3Ω1X ⊗ Ω
1
X) ≃ (E
5,−4
2 )
S4 . Finally, we have that (E6,−51 )
S4 ≃ (E6,−52 )
S4 ≃
w4∗(S
3,1,1Ω1X). These are the only relevant differences in the page E2. Analogously to corollary A.15, one
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can prove that the second differential (d3,−32 )
S4 : w3∗(Λ
3Ω1X ⊠ I∆2)
✲✲ w4∗(Λ
3Ω1X ⊗ Ω
1
X) is surjective
with kernel w3∗(Λ
3Ω1X ⊠ I
2
∆2
) ≃ (E3,−33 )
S4 ; moreover, similarly to proposition A.19 one can show that the
third differential (d3,−33 )
S4 : w3∗(Λ
3Ω1X ⊠ I
2
∆2
) ✲✲ w4∗(S
3,1,1Ω1X) is surjective. Hence, at the page E3 all
differences with the 2-dimensional case happen along the diagonal, so they are not relevant for the complex
in the statement of theorem 3.19.
To finish this subsection, we present two immediate byproducts of the proof of theorems 3.14 and 3.19.
Corollary 3.21. For n equal to 3 or 4, the Sn-invariants of the product ideal
∏
I∈EKn
I∆I = I∆12 · · · · ·
I∆n−1,n and of the ideal I∆n coincide:(
I∆12 · · · · · I∆n−1,n
)Sn
≃ (I∆n)
Sn =
(
I∆12 ∩ · · · ∩ I∆n−1,n
)Sn
.
Proof. The invariants
(
I∆12 ·· · ··I∆n−1,n
)Sn
of the product of ideals coincide with the term π∗(E
0,0
∞ )
Sn of the
spectral sequence π∗(E
p,q
1 )
Sn above, since the abutment in degree 0 is the tensor product I∆12⊗· · ·⊗I∆n−1,n
and since π∗(E
0,0
∞ ), being the first graded sheaf for the natural filtration on the abutment, is the image of
the natural morphism (I∆12 ⊗ · · · ⊗ I∆n−1,n)
Sn ✲ (OXn)Sn ≃ OSnX . But it is evident from the proof of
theorems 3.14 and 3.19 that π∗(E
0,0
∞ )
Sn ≃ π∗(E
0,0
2 )
Sn ≃ (I∆n)
Sn .
Remark 3.22. It seems to us an interesting question whether the statement of corollary 3.21 is true for general
n; in some contexts (for example when taking inverse images) the product of ideals is better behaved that
the intersection; therefore, knowing that, at least at level of invariants, the two coincide, might turn out
useful in some applications.
Remark 3.23. When taking the tensor product of ideals, things are clearly different. Over S3X , we have
the isomorphism
(
I∆12 ⊗I∆13 ⊗I∆23
)S3 ≃ (I∆12 · I∆13 · I∆23)S3 only if dimX ≤ 2, while over S4X the two
sheaves are definitely not isomorphic also for X of dimension 2; their difference, in this case, is measured
by the sheaf w4∗(K
3
X), as the next exact sequence proves:
0 ✲ w4∗(K
3
X)
✲
(
I∆12 ⊗ · · · ⊗ I∆34
)S4
✲ (I∆4)
S4 ✲ 0 .
3.4 Twisting by the line bundle DL
Let now F be aSn-equivariant coherent sheaf overX
n. By definition of the line bundle DL on the symmetric
variety SnX (which is valid for X of arbitrary dimension, see remark 1.1), using projection formula and
taking Sn-invariants we have the following equation:
(πSn∗ F )⊗DL ≃ π
Sn
∗ (F ⊗ L
⊠n) .
Because of this fact, all results proved in this section continue to work when we tensorize the sheaf I∆n with
a line bundle of the form L⊠ · · ·⊠L, or its invariants by DL. In particular we have that for n equal to 3 or
4, the sheaf of invariants π∗(I∆n ⊗ L
⊠n)Sn ≃ (I∆n)
Sn ⊗ DL is resolved by the complex I•n ⊗ DL; in other
words
Corollary 3.24. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety. Over S3X and S4X, respectively, we have resolutions
0 ✲ π∗(I∆3 ⊗ L
⊠3)S3 ✲ DL ✲ w2∗(L
2
⊠ L) ✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊗ L
3) ✲ 0
0 ✲ π∗(I∆4 ⊗ L
⊠4)S3 ✲ DL ✲ w2∗(L
2
⊠DL)0 ✲
✲ w3∗((Ω
1
X ⊗ L
3
⊠ L)⊗ I∆2)0 ✲ w4∗(S
3Ω1X ⊗ L
4) ✲ 0
4 Applications
From now on X will always be a smooth algebraic surface.
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4.1 Cohomology of (detL[n])2 for low n.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective surface and L and A two line bundles over X. Then,
for n = 3 or n = 4, the cohomology H∗(X [n], (detL[n])⊗2 ⊗DA) is computed by the spectral sequence
Ep,q1 := H
q(SnX, Ipn ⊗D
⊗2
L ⊗DA) .
Proof. By corollary 1.9 and by lemma 1.5, we have
Rµ∗((detL
[n])⊗2 ⊗DA) ≃
(
I2∆n
)Sn ⊗D⊗2L ⊗DA ≃ (I∆n)Sn ⊗D⊗2L ⊗DA .
Hence, applying the functor RΓ on both sides, we get
H∗(X [n], (detL[n])⊗2 ⊗DA) ≃ RΓRµ∗((detL
[n])⊗2 ⊗DA) ≃ H
∗(SnX, (I∆n)
Sn ⊗ D⊗2L ⊗DA) .
The spectral sequence in the statement computes the hypercohomology of the complex I•n ⊗ D
⊗2
L ⊗ DA,
which is a resolution of the sheaf (I∆n
)Sn ⊗D⊗2L ⊗DA, by theorems 3.14 and 3.19.
An immediate application yields the computation of the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of (detL[n])2 ⊗ DA.
Corollary 4.2. Let X a smooth projective surface and L and A line bundles over X. For n = 3 and n = 4
we have the following formulas for the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of (detL[n])2 ⊗ DA over the HIlbert
scheme X [n]:
χ(X [3], (detL[3])2 ⊗DA) =
(
χ(L2 ⊗A) + 2
3
)
− χ(L4 ⊗A2)χ(L2 ⊗A) + χ(Ω1X ⊗ L
6 ⊗A3)
χ(X [4], (detL[4])2 ⊗DA) =
(
χ(L2 ⊗A) + 3
4
)
− χ(L4 ⊗A2)
(
χ(L2 ⊗A) + 1
2
)
+
(
χ(L4 ⊗A2)
2
)
+
+ χ(Ω1X ⊗ L
6 ⊗A3)χ(L2 ⊗A)− χ(Ω1X ⊗ L
8 ⊗A4)
− χ(KX ⊗ L
8 ⊗A4)− χ(S3Ω1X ⊗ L
8 ⊗A4)
We now mention an effective vanishing result for the cohomology of (detL[n])k ⊗DA, for any n and k.
Remark 4.3. We recall that a line bundle L on a smooth projective surface X is called m-very ample if, for
any ξ ∈ X [m+1], the restriction map H0(L) ✲ H0(Lξ) is surjective. The property of being m-very ample
generalizes tha fact of being very ample, since “1-very ample” means exactly “very ample”. After results of
[BS91] and [CG90], one can prove that detL[n] is globally generated if L is (n− 1)-very ample, and that it
is actually very ample if L is n-very ample (see also [Sca15a, Cor. 5.10]).
Corollary 4.4. Let X be a smooth projective surface and L and A two line bundles over X such that
Lk ⊗ A ⊗K−1X is a product ⊗
k
i=1Bi of line bundles Bi, with B1 n-very ample and Bj (n − 1)-very ample,
for j = 2, . . . , k. Then we have the vanishing
Hi(X [n], (detL[n])⊗k ⊗DA) = 0 for i > 0 .
In particular the statement is true if Lk⊗A⊗K−1X is a product of k(n− 1)+1 very ample line bundles over
X.
Proof. One has just to note that, in the hypothesis of the corollary, and since DKX ≃ KX[n] , (detL
[n])⊗k ⊗
DA ≃
(
⊗ki=1 detB
[n]
i
)
⊗ KX[n] . Then one uses Kodaira vanishing, since all line bundles detB
[n]
i are nef
and detB
[n]
1 is very ample. The last statement follows from the fact that a product of l 1-very ample line
bundles is l-very ample [BS91].
4.2 Regularity of Ik∆n and (I
k
∆n)
Sn
Notation 4.5. If s ∈ Q is a rational number, we denote with [s] its integral part, or round-down, and with
⌈s⌉ its round-up.
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective surface and L be a line bundle over X. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 2. Let
m ∈ N be an integer with the property
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a) Lm ⊗K−1X = ⊗
2[(k+1)/2]
i=1 Bi, with B1 n-very ample and with Bj (n− 1)-very ample, for j > 1.
Then we have the vanishing
Hi(SnX, (Ik∆n)
Sn ⊗DmL ) = 0 for i > 0 .
If, moreover, L is very ample on X, then (Ik∆n)
Sn is (m+2n)-regular with respect to L⊠ · · ·⊠L. Therefore,
if m0 is the minimum of m such that condition a) is true, we have the upper bound
reg((Ik∆n)
Sn) ≤ m0 + 2n
for the regularity of the ideal sheaf (Ik∆n)
Sn with respect to DL.
Remark 4.7. We note that condition a) is true in particular if Lm⊗K−1X is a tensor product 2n[(k+1)/2]−
2[(k + 1)/2] + 1 very ample line bundles over X . If this holds and, additonaly, the line bundle L is very
ample, then the ideal (Ik∆n)
Sn is (m+ 2n)-regular with respect to DL.
Proof of theorem 4.6. For the first statement, by lemma 1.5 and by corollary 1.9, we have that
(Ik∆n)
Sn ⊗DmL ≃ (I
2[(k+1)/2]
∆n
)Sn ⊗DmL = Rµ∗((detO
[n]
X )
⊗2[(k+1)/2] ⊗DmL ) .
Hence
Hi(SnX, (Ik∆n)
Sn ⊗DmL ) ≃ H
i(X [n],DLm(−2[(k + 1)/2]e))
and we conclude by [Sca15a, Propositon 5.14].
For the second part, from the first statement and from the fact that, under the hypothesis, DL is very
ample, we immediately have that Hi(SnX, (Ik∆n)
Sn ⊗ D⊗m+lL ) = 0 for i > 0 and for l ≥ 0. Consequently,
(Ik∆n)
Sn has to be (m+ 2n)-regular with respect to DL.
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a smooth projective surface and L be a line bundle over X. Let n ∈ N, 2 ≤ n ≤ 7.
Let m ∈ N be an integer with the property
b) Lm ⊗K−1X = ⊗
k+1
i=1Bi, with B1 n-very ample and with Bj (n− 1)-very ample, for j > 1.
Then we have the vanishing
Hi(Xn, Ik∆n ⊗ (L
m
⊠ · · ·⊠ Lm)) = 0 for i > 0 .
If, moreover, L is very ample, then the ideal sheaf Ik∆n is (m + 2n)-regular with respect to L ⊠ · · · ⊠ L.
Therefore, if m0 is the minimum of m such that condition b) is true, we have the upper bound
reg(Ik∆n) ≤ m0 + 2n
for the regularity of the ideal sheaf Ik∆n with respect to L⊠ · · ·⊠ L.
Remark 4.9. We note that condition b) is true if Lm ⊗K−1X is a tensor product of (k + 1)n− k very ample
line bundles over X . If this holds and, additionaly, L is very ample, then, for 2 ≤ n ≤ 7, the ideal sheaf Ik∆n
is (m+ 2n) regular with respect to L⊠ · · ·⊠ L.
Proof of theorem 4.8. The first statement follows immediately by [Sca15a, Propositon 5.15] and by the fact
that, by [Sca15b, Theorem 2.12], Bn has log-canonical singularities for n ≤ 7. As for the second, its proof
is analogous to the proof of the similar statement for the regularity of (Ik∆n)
Sn in theorem 4.6.
The previous regularity results are nicer to state when X has Picard number one.
Corollary 4.10. Let X be a smooth projective surface with Picard group Pic(X) ≃ ZB, where B is the
ample generator. Let r be the minimum positive power of B such that Br is very ample. Suppose, moreover,
that KX ≃ Bw, for some integer w. Then we have the following.
• The sheaf (Ik∆n)
Sn is (m+2n)-regular with respect to DBr , if m ≥ 2n[(k+1)/2]−2[(k+1)/2]+1+w/r.
Hence, with respect to DBr ,
reg((Ik∆n)
Sn) ≤ 2n([(k + 1)/2] + 1)− 2[(k + 1)/2] + 1 + ⌈w/r⌉ .
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• If 2 ≤ n ≤ 7, the sheaf Ik∆n is (m+2n)-regular with respect to B
r
⊠ · · ·⊠Br, if m ≥ (k+1)n−k+w/r.
Hence, with respect to Br ⊠ · · ·⊠Br,
reg(Ik∆n) ≤ (k + 3)n− k + ⌈w/r⌉ .
Remark 4.11. If X = P2, taking B = OP2(1), we can say, more simply, that, reg((I
k
∆n
)Sn) ≤ 2n([(k +
1)/2] + 1)− 2[(k + 1)/2]− 2 and, for 2 ≤ n ≤ 7, reg(Ik∆n) ≤ (k + 3)(n− 1).
Remark 4.12. The results proven in this subsection for Ik∆n are valid for 2 ≤ n ≤ 7. We expect them to
hold also for n = 8, since Bn should have log-canonical singularities also in this case [Sca15b, Conjecture 2].
However, we don’t know, and it seems to us an interesting question, if the previous bound is still a good
upper bound for the regularity of Ik∆n , for general n, or, if not, what would be a good one. The proof we
gave here can’t go through in general since we proved that Bn does not have log-canonical singularities for
n ≥ 9 [Sca15b, Theorem 2.12].
4.3 The sheaves Lµ(−2µ∆).
Let n, k ∈ N, n ≥ 2, and let µ be a partition of k of length l(µ) ≤ n. The symmetric group Sn acts naturally
on the set of compositions of k supported in {1, . . . , n}. Indicate with Lµ the line bundle on Xn defined
by Lµ := ⊗ni=1p
∗
iL
⊗µi , where pi : X
n ✲ X is the projecton onto the i-th factor. In [Sca15a] we defined
sheaves Lµ(−2µ∆) over the symmetric variety SnX as
Lµ(−2µ∆) := π∗
(
Lµ ⊗
⋂
1≤i<j≤l(µ)
I
2µj
∆i,j
)StabSn (µ)
where we see µ as a composition of k supported in {1, . . . , n}. If µ2 = · · · = µl(µ) = l, we denote more
simply this sheaf with Lµ(−2l∆). We also use sheaves Lµ(−m∆), for an integer m ∈ N, whose definition is
analogous. The interest in such sheaves comes from the fact that we believe they could be in all generality
the graded sheaves for a natural filtration on the direct image µ∗(S
kL[n]) of symmetric powers of tautological
bundles on X [n] via the Hilbert-Chow morphism.
Remark 4.13. The sheaf Lµ(−2µ∆) over the symmetric variety SnX is closely related to the same sheaf
over Sl(µ)X ; more precisely, if vl is the finite morphism vl : S
lX × Sn−lX ✲ SnX , sending the couple of
0-cycles (x, y) to x+ y, we can write the isomorphism of sheaves over SnX :
Lµ(−2µ∆) ≃ vl(µ)∗(L
µ(−2µ∆)⊠OSn−l(µ)X) ,
and, in general, if A is a line bundle over X , then Lµ(−2µ∆)⊗DA ≃ vl(µ)∗(L
µ(−2µ∆)⊗DA ⊠DA).
Remark 4.14. Let λ = (r, . . . , r) and set l = l(λ). Then it is immediate to see that the sheaf Lλ(−2r∆) over
SlX is isomorphic to
Lλ(−2r∆) ≃ (I2r∆l)
Sl ⊗DLr ≃ µ∗((detO
[l]
X )
⊗2r)⊗DLr .
If n ≥ l, over SnX , in general we have that Lλ(−2r∆) ⊗ DA ≃ vl∗((I
2r
∆l
)Sl ⊗ DLr⊗A ⊠ DA) ≃
vl∗(µ∗((detO
[l]
X )
⊗2r)⊗DLr⊗A ⊠DA).
We come to our results. Denote the partition (1, . . . , 1) of l with 1l (in exponential notation). As a
consequence of the previous remark, as well as of theorems 3.14, 3.19, and of subsection 3.4, we obtain the
following
Corollary 4.15. For l = 3, 4, and n ≥ l, the sheaf L1
l
(−2∆) ⊗ DA over SnX is resolved by the complex
vl∗(I
•
l ⊗DL⊗A ⊠DA):
L1
l
(−2∆)⊗DA ≃
qis vl∗(I
•
l ⊗DL⊗A ⊠DA) .
Similarly, thanks to proposition 3.15 we obtain
Corollary 4.16. The sheaf L2,1,1(−∆)⊗DA is resolved over SnX by the complex
0 ✲ w3∗(v1∗(L
2 ⊗A⊠DL⊗A)⊠DA) ✲
✲ w3∗([v2∗(L
3 ⊗A2 ⊠ L⊗A)⊕ v2∗(L
2 ⊗A2 ⊠ L2 ⊗A)]0 ⊠DA) ✲
✲ w3∗(v3∗(Ω
1
X ⊗ L
4 ⊗A3)⊠DA) ✲ 0 . (4.1)
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It would be now immediate to give a formula for the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of L1
l
(−2∆) ⊗ DA,
using corollary 3.24 or corollary 4.2, and of L2,1,1(−∆)⊗DA . We leave this to the reader.
The sheaf L2,1,1(−2∆) To finish this section we will describe the sheaf L2,1,1(−2∆), which is important
for the work [Sca15a]. If A ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and if µ is a composition of some integer l supported in {1, . . . , n},
we define µA as the compositon coinciding with µ over the set A, and with 0 over {1, . . . , n} \A. We define
with |µA| =
∑n
i=1 µA(i). In [Sca15a, Remark 4.6] we defined a natural StabSn(µ)-equivariant differential
dl∆ : L
µ ⊗ Il∆l(µ)
✲
⊕
|I|=2
I⊆{1,...,l(µ)}
Lµ ⊗ Il∆I/I
l+1
∆I
≃
⊕
|I|=2
I⊆{1,...,l(µ)}
(SlΩ1X ⊗ L
|µI |)I ⊗ L
µI¯
and an invariant version over SnX :
dl∆ : L
µ(−l∆) := π∗(L
µ ⊗ Il∆l(µ))
StabSn (µ) ✲ π∗
( ⊕
|I|=2
I⊆{1,...,l(µ)}
(SlΩ1X ⊗ L
|µI |)I ⊗ L
µI¯
)StabSn (µ)
whose kernel is Lµ(−(l + 1)∆). Denote with K1(1)(1)(−l∆) the sheaf
K1(1)(1)(−l∆) := π∗((Ω
1
X ⊗ L
3){12} ⊗ p
∗
3L⊗ I
l
∆23)
S(4,...,n) ;
it will be denoted it just with K1(1)(1) if l = 0. It is clear that, for µ = (2, 1, 1),
π∗
( ⊕
|I|=2
I⊆{1,...,l(µ)}
(Ω1X ⊗ L
|µI |)I ⊗ L
µI¯
)StabSn (µ)
≃ K1(1)(1) ⊕ π∗
(
(Ω1X ⊗ L
2){23} ⊗ p
∗
1L
2
)S(2,3)×S(4,...,n))
≃ K1(1)(1) ,
since S(2, 3) acts with a sign on the sheaf (Ω1X ⊗L
2){23}. With these notations, we can prove the following
fact.
Proposition 4.17. We have the exact sequence over SnX:
0 ✲ L2,1,1(−2∆) ✲ L2,1,1(−∆) ✲ K1(1)(1)(−2∆)
✲
✲ w3∗((S
3Ω1X ⊗ L
4)⊠OSn−3X) ✲ 0 , (4.2)
where the third map is the differential d1∆ and the fourth one is the composition:
K1(1)(1)(−2∆) = π∗
[
((Ω1X ⊗ L
3){12} ⊗ p
∗
3L⊗ I
2
∆23
]S({4,...,n})
✲
✲ π∗
[
((Ω1X ⊗ L
3){12} ⊗ p
∗
3L⊗ I
2
∆23/I
3
∆23
]S({4,...,n})
≃
≃ w3∗
(
(Ω1X ⊗ S
2Ω1X ⊗ L
4)⊠OSn−3X
)
✲ w3∗
(
(S3Ω1X ⊗ L
4)⊠OSn−3X
)
. (4.3)
Proof. It is clear that, by construction, the differential d1∆ takes values in K
1
(1)(1)(−2∆); it is
also clear that L2,1,1(−2∆) is the kernel of the third map. Moreover, by construction, the map
K1(1)(1)(−2∆)
✲ w3∗((S
3Ω1X ⊗ L
4)⊠OSn−3X) is surjective. Hence it remains to prove that the sequence
L2,1,1(−∆) ✲ K1(1)(1)(−2∆)
✲ w3∗((S
3Ω1X ⊗ L
4)⊠OSn−3X) (4.4)
is exact. By GAGA principle it is actually sufficient to prove the exactness of the sequence (4.4) for
X = C2 and L trivial. More precisely, let (SnX)an be the complex analytic space associated to the complex
algebraic variety SnX . Then the natural morphism ((SnX)an,O(SnX)an)
✲ (SnX,OSnX) is faithfully
flat, by GAGA principle. This implies, in particular, that the sequence (4.4) is exact over SnX if and only
if the induced sequence of complex analytic sheaves
L2,1,1(−∆)an ✲ K
1
(1)(1)(−2∆)an
✲ w3∗((S
3Ω1X ⊗ L
4)⊠OSn−3X)an (4.5)
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is exact over (SnX)an. But this is holds if and only if it holds for an arbitrary small
1 open set of (SnX)an
in the complex topology. Now a sufficiently small open set of (SnX)an in the complex topology is always
biholomorphic to a sufficiently small open set of (SnC2)an, in the complex topology. Hence it is sufficient
to prove that the sequence (4.5) is exact analytically over (SnC2)an and L trivial, but this is equivalent,
invoking GAGA principle again, to proving the same fact algebraically over SnC2 and L trivial.
It is also easy to see that it is sufficient to prove the statement for n = 3. In this case set A = C[x, y],
A⊗3 = C[x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3]. Identifying coherent sheaves with modules, it is sufficient to prove that the
sequence of S3A-modules
(I∆3)
S({2,3}) d
1
∆✲ (Ω1A ⊗C A)(−2∆) ✲ S
3Ω1A (4.6)
is exact, where we wrote briefly (Ω1A ⊗C A)(−2∆) for (Ω
1
A ⊗C A) ⊗A⊗A I
2
∆2
, where I∆2 is the ideal of the
diagonal in A⊗A and where A⊗A acts componentwise on Ω1A ⊗C A.
The ideal I∆3 of the big diagonal in X
3 equals the ideal 〈I∆12I∆13I∆13 , q〉, where q is the quadraric
polynomial q = (x2 − x1)(y3 − y1) − (y2 − y1)(x3 − x1). The quadric q is anti-invariant for S({2, 3}),
hence I
S({2,3})
∆3
= (I∆12I∆13I∆13)
S({2,3}). Writing down all nine degree-3 generators of I∆12I∆13I∆13 and
taking S({2, 3})-invariants, we get that I
S({2,3})
∆3
is generated, up to elements of degree 4, by q(x3 − x2)
and q(y3 − y2). Now it is easy to see that the image of d1∆ contains (Ω
1
A ⊗C A)(−3∆). Indeed, if α, β ∈ N,
α+ β > 1, we have
d1∆
[
[(x2 − x1)(x3 − x1)
α(y3 − y1)
β−
(x3 − x1)(x2 − x1)
α(y2 − y1)
β ](x3 − x2)
]
= (x3 − x1)
α+1(y3 − y1)
βdx
d1∆
[
[(x2 − x1)(x3 − x1)
α(y3 − y1)
β−
(x3 − x1)(x2 − x1)
α(y2 − y1)
β ](y3 − y2)
]
= (x3 − x1)
α(y3 − y1)
β+1dx
d1∆
[
[(y2 − y1)(x3 − x1)
α(y3 − y1)
β−
(y3 − y1)(x2 − x1)
α(y2 − y1)
β ](x3 − x2)
]
= (x3 − x1)
α+1(y3 − y1)
βdy
d1∆
[
[(y2 − y1)(x3 − x1)
α(y3 − y1)
β−
(y3 − x1)(x2 − x1)
α(y2 − y1)
β ](y3 − y2)
]
= (x3 − x1)
α(y3 − y1)
β+1dy
Consider now an element of the form
τ = (adx+ bdy)(x3 − x1)
2 + (cdx+ edy)(x3 − x1)(y3 − y1) + (fdx+ gdy)(y3 − y1)
2
in (Ω1A ⊗C A)(−2∆). The image of τ in S
3Ω1A is adx
3 + (b + c)dx2dy + (e + f)dxdy2 + gdy3. If τ is in the
kernel of the map (Ω1A ⊗C A)(−2∆)
✲ S3Ω1A, then a = g = 0 and b = −c, e = −f and τ is of the form
τ = b(x3 − x1)2dy − b(x3 − x1)(y3 − y1)dy + e(x3 − x1)(y3 − y1)dy − e(y3 − y1)2dx. But is now easy to see
that τ is a linear combination of d1∆[q(x3 − x2)] and d
1
∆[q(y3 − y2)] and hence in the image of d
1
∆. These
facts show that the sequence (4.6) is exact.
A Appendix: Determination of higher differentials in the spectral
sequence of invariants
We will determine here explicitely the higher differentials in the spectral sequence of invariants (Ep,q1 )
Sn for
n = 3, 4, appearing in theorem 3.14, 3.15 and 3.19. To fix ideas, we will always suppose that dimX = 2,
but everything can be straightforwardly generalized in the case X is a smooth algebraic variety of arbitrary
dimension.
1here we mean: if it holds over any open set Vj of an open cover {Vj}j of (S
nX)an, where each Vj is chosen to be sufficiently
small
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Remark A.1. In order to prove that a certain higher differential dSnr : (E
p,q
r )
Sn ✲ (Ep+r,q−r+1r )
Sn has a
certain expression, we define explicitely another morphism between the same coherent sheaves of invariants,
say Dr : (E
p,q
r )
Sn ✲ (Ep+r,q−r+1r )
Sn , and then we prove that the two maps coincide. By GAGA principle
(as done in proposition 4.17), or, alternatively, by localization an completion, in order to compare the two
maps we can always reduce the problem to the case X = C2, where computations are much easier.
Remark A.2. Over Xn = (C2)n = SpecC[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn] we resolve the sheaves K1I , I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
with Koszul complexes K•I (FI , sI), where FI is the trivial rank 2 bundle, with global frame γI , δI , and with
global section sI = xIγI + yIδI , where, if I = {i, j}, i < j, we denoted briefly xI and yI the differences
xj −xi and yj − yi, respectively. We then build a term by term free resolution R
•,•
I of the complex K
•
I . The
spectral sequence Ep,q1 can be seen as the spectral sequence associated to the bicomplex L
•,• :=
⊗
|I|=2R
•,•
I ,
where the tensor product is taken respecting the lexicographic order of the multi-indexes I: we see it as
a bicomplex with respect to the sum of the first indexes and the sum of the second. We denote with ∂
and δ the (commuting) horizontal and vertical differentials, respectively. It is straightforward to see that,
remembering the notation used in the proof of proposition 2.14,
Lp,• ≃
⊕
I1,...,Ip⊆{1,...,n}
K•(FI1 , sI1)⊗ · · · ⊗K
•(FIp , sIp)
≃
⊕
I1,...,Ip⊆{1,...,n}
K•(FI1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ FIp , sI1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ sIp)⊕
Γ∈Gp,n
K•(FΓ, sΓ)
where the direct sums are over distinct I1, . . . , Ip ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, in lexicographic order.
Remark A.3. Let X = C2. After the description of QΓ given in 2.12, it is practical to think of FI as C2⊗ρI
with γI = e1 ⊗ eI and δI = e2 ⊗ eI . The quotient bundle QΓ can then be seen as
QΓ ≃ O∆Γ ⊗ (C
2 ⊗ qΓ) .
The isomorphism Q∗Γ ≃ (Ω
1
X ⊗ qΓ)Γ ≃ O∆Γ ⊗ (Ω
1
C2
⊗ qΓ) is given by identifying, over ∆Γ, the vector e1 ⊗ v,
for v ∈ qΓ, with dx ⊗ v, with and e2 ⊗ v with dy ⊗ v. Of course, since every bundle here is trivial and the
representation qΓ is autodual, QΓ ≃ Q∗Γ.
Notation A.4. Suppose that the graph Γ ∈ Gp,n contains an oriented 3-cycle K3(H). We will identify
the 3-cycle K3(H) with the sequence of its vertices written in order according to the orientation. Hence
we write eH for the corresponding vector in qΓ. Moreover, we write γH = e1 ⊗ eH and δH = e2 ⊗ eH the
corresponding vectors in C2 ⊗ qΓ, which can be seen as elements of QΓ, by the previous remark
Determination of the map D
Notation A.5. For J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} a cardinality 2 multi-index and for i ∈ N∗, we denote with di∆J the i-th
order differential di∆J : I
i
∆J
✲ Ii∆J/I
i+1
∆J
and with rJ the restriction rJ : OXn ✲ O∆J . Sometimes we
see the operator di∆J as taking values in (S
iΩ1X)J , via the isomorphism I
i
∆J
/Ii+1∆J ≃ S
iN∗∆J ≃ (S
iΩ1X)J .
Remark A.6. Let Y, Z be smooth subvarieties of a smooth variety M intersecting transversely in a smooth
subvariety Y ∩ Z. It is easy to show that NY ∩Z/Y ≃ NZ/M
∣∣
Y ∩Z
.
Remark A.7. Let I and J be two distinct cardinality 2 multi-indexes in {1, . . . , n}, such that I ∩J 6= ∅. Let
I = {i, j}, J = {j, k}, with j < k and i 6= k. The diagonal ∆J will be identified to X{1,...,n}\{k} ≃ Xn−1;
therefore ∆I defines a pairwise diagonal in ∆J ≃ X
n−1, that we still indicate with ∆I . By remark A.6 we
can define the composition
d∆I ◦ rJ : I∆I∪J
rJ
✲ I∆I∪J/I∆J ≃ I∆I/∆J
d∆I✲ N∗∆I/∆J ≃ N
∗
∆I/Xn
∣∣
∆I∪J
.
Remark A.8. Recall that E3,−12 ≃ ⊕H⊆{1,...,n},|H|=3Q
∗
K3(H)
⊗∩J 6⊆HI∆J . Now each of the sheaves Q
∗
K3(H)
⊗
∩J 6⊆HI∆J can be indentified with (Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆n−2)K3(H) (see notations 3.6 and 2.7). Hence elements in
Q∗K3(H) ∩J 6⊆H I∆J can be identified with differential forms in Ω
1
X ⊠ OXn−3 over the product X × X
n−3
vanishing on the diagonal ∆n−2 in ∆H ≃ X × Xn−3. For brevity’s sake, we will denote the sheaf (Ω1X ⊠
I∆n−2)K3(H) more briefly with (Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆n−2)H .
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Recalling notation (⊕|I|=2O∆I )0 for the kernel of d1 : ⊕|I|=2O∆I ✲ ⊕I 6=J,|I|=|J|=2 O∆I∪J , we have
the following
Lemma A.9. The morphism of coherent sheaves D˜ : (⊕|I|=2O∆I )0 ✲ ⊕|H|=3 (Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆n−2)H , given by
D˜((fL)L)H = d∆IrJ (f˜J − f˜I)− d∆I rK(f˜K − f˜I)
— where EK3(H) = {I, J,K}, I < J < K, and where f˜L are liftings to OXn of functions fL in O∆L —
descends to a morphism of coherent sheaves D˜ : E1,02
✲ E3,−12 , which coincides with the differential d2
of the spectral sequence Ep,q1 .
Proof. It is easy to prove that the formula for D˜ well defines a morphism of sheaves
(⊕|I|=2O∆I )0 ✲ ⊕|H|=3 (Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆n−2)H as in the statement, which is clearly zero on d1(E
0,0
1 ) and
hence induces a morphism of sheaves D˜ : E1,02
✲ E3,−12 , by lemma 3.7.
We now prove that D˜ = d2: we put ourselves in the situation explained in remarks A.1, A.2, A.3. Let fI ,
|I| = 2, functions in O∆I such that (fI)I is in E
1,0
1 . For all I, let f˜I be regular functions in OXn restricting
to fI . The element (f˜I)I is in L
1,0 and its image ∂((f˜I)I) ∈ L2,0 is zero when projected to E
2,0
1 . In other
word we have that
∂((f˜I)I)I1∪I2 = εI1,I1∪I2 f˜I1 + εI2,I1∪I2 f˜I2 ∈ I∆I1∪I2
for pairs of cardinality 2-multi-indexes I1, I2 with I1 6= I2, where we indicated graphs with two edges just
as a union of these. Therefore the element ∂((fI)I)I1∪I2 can be lifted to L
2,−1 as
εI1,I1∪I2 f˜I1 + εI2,I1∪I2 f˜I2 = aI1,I2xI1 + bI1,I2yI1 + cI1,I2xI2 + dI1,I2yI2 = δ(wI1,I2)
for elements wI1,I2 = aI1,I2γ
∗
I1
+bI1,I2δ
∗
I1
+cI1,I2γ
∗
I2
+dI1,I2δ
∗
I2
, where, according to remark A.2, we indicated
with γ∗Ii , δ
∗
Ii
a frame of F ∗Ii . The image in L
3,−1 via ∂ of liftings wI1,I2 will represent the image of d2.
The complex L3,• is now a direct sum of Koszul complexes K•(FΓ, sΓ), where Γ is a simple graph with 3
edges and without isolated vertices. But if Γ is acyclic then the correspondent Koszul complex is acyclic
in negative degree, and the Γ-component of the image via ∂ will be zero in vertical cohomology and hence
in E3,−12 . Hence we are just interested in components of the second differential d2 indexed by 3-cycles,
determined by cardinality 3 multi-indexes. Suppose now H is such a multi-index and that {I, J,K} are the
edges of the corresponding 3-cycles, with I < J < K. From (∂ ◦ ∂((f˜I)I))K3(H) = 0 we deduce
∂((f˜I)I)I∪J − ∂((f˜I)I)I∪K + ∂((f˜I)I)J∪K = 0 ,
which implies that
(aI,J − aI,K)xI + (cI,J + aJ,K)xJ + (−cI,K + cJ,K)xK = 0
(bI,J − bI,K)yI + (dI,J + bJ,K)yJ + (−dI,K + dJ,K)yK = 0
and hence, since xI − xJ + xK = 0 and yI − yJ + yK = 0, that
(aI,J − aI,K) = (−cI,K + cJ,K) = −(cI,J + aJ,K) (A.1a)
(bI,J − bI,K) = (−dI,K + dJ,K) = −(dI,J + bJ,K) (A.1b)
Finally the image of d2 is represented in L
3,−1 by wI∪J − wI∪K + wJ∪K , which is equal to
(aI,J − aI,K)γ
∗
I + (cI,J + aJ,K)γ
∗
J + (−cI,K + cJ,K)γ
∗
K+
+ (bI,J − bI,K)δ
∗
I + (dI,J + bJ,K)δ
∗
J + (−dI,K + dJ,K)δ
∗
K
and which, using relations (A.1), can be rewritten as
(aI,J − aI,K)γ
∗
H + (bI,J − bI,K)δ
∗
H ,
which, by notation A.4 and in the identifications explained in remark A.3, is precisely the formula in the
statement.
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Over an affine open set of the form Un or SnU , with U = Spec(A), we will identify sheaves with their
modules of global sections. In particular, we will denote with Ω1A(−∆n−2) = (Ω
1
A ⊗ A
n−3) ⊗ I∆n−2 the
module of sections of the sheaf (Ω1U ⊠OUn−3)⊗I∆n−2 over U
n, where I∆n−2 is the ideal of the big diagonal
in U⊗n−2 and Ω1A ⊗ A
n−3 is seen as a A⊗n−2-module (see notation 3.6) and hence a A⊗n-module, via the
contraction of the first three factors A⊗n ✲ A ⊗ An−3. We denote with ⊕|I|=2(A⊗ A
n−2)0 the module
of global sections of the sheaf (⊕|I|=2O∆I )0 over U
n and with (A⊗ Sn−2A)0 its Sn-invariants over SnU .
Notation A.10. If w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wl is an element of A⊗l, and 1 ≤ i ≤ l, we indicate with ŵi the element
w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wi−1 ⊗ wi+1 ⊗ · · ·wl ∈ A⊗l−1. We use an analogous notation for an element w1. · · · .wl ∈ SlA.
Corollary A.11. Over an affine open set Un = SpecA⊗n, the differential d2 : E
1,0
2
✲ E3,−12 is induced
by the map D˜ :
(
⊕|I|=2 A⊗A
⊗n−2
)
0
✲ ⊕H⊆{1,...,n},|H|=3 Ω
1
A(−∆n−2), determined by
D˜((fL)L)H = aduk−2 ⊗ ûk−2 + bdvj−1 ⊗ v̂j−1 − widc⊗ ŵi
where H = {i, j, k}, i < j < k, I = {i, j}, J = {i, k},K = {j, k}, and where fI = a ⊗ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un−2,
fJ = b⊗ v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn−2, fK = c⊗ w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wn−2.
Proposition A.12. The invariant differential d2 : (E
1,0
2 )
Sn ✲ (E3,−12 )
Sn is induced locally, over an
affine open set of the form SnU , by the map D : (A⊗ Sn−2A)0 ✲ Ω1A(−∆n−2)
Sn−3 determined by
D(a⊗ b1. . . . .bn−2) =
n−2∑
i=1
(2adbi − bida)⊗ b̂i .
Here the group Sn−3 acts on the factor A
n−3 of the tensor product A⊗A⊗n−3.
Determination of the map A for n = 4. In what follows we use the second convention of notation 3.5.
Any graph of the kind C4 ∪L has a distinguished edge L (the only edge whose vertices are of degree 3) and
therefore it can be decomposed uniquely as a union of two 3-cycles H and K, determined by two cardinality
3 multi-indexes H and K such that H ∩K = L. In what follows we will write such a graph just as H ∪K,
instead of K3(H) ∪K3(K).
If H is a cardinality 3 multi-index, say H = {i, j, k}, with i = minH , we identify ∆H with
X{1,...,4}\{j,k} ≃ X2. Moreover, suppose K is a 3-cycle K = {i1, i2, i3} with i1 < i2 < i3. We say
that a simple path in K is positively oriented if, in the orientation of the path, the vertex following i1 is i2,
negatively oriented if it is not positively oriented. When writing the coefficient ηI,K for I and edge of K
(see notation 2.9), we will always assume that K is positively oriented.
We introduce a general sign εΓ,Γ′ for a couple (Γ,Γ
′) where Γ is a subgraph of Γ′. If EΓ′\EΓ = {I1, . . . , Il},
in lexicographic order, then εΓ,Γ′ =
∏l−1
j=0 εΓ∪I1∪···Ij ,Γ∪I1∪···Ij+1 .
According to these facts and notations, we have the first
Lemma A.13. Consider the map A˜ : ⊕|H|=3(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)H
✲ ⊕Γ∈G5,4 Λ
2(Ω1X ⊗ qΓ)Γ, whose component
A˜ΓH is zero if H is not a subgraph of Γ and is defined by the formula
A˜ΓH(ω ⊗ f) = −εH,H∪KηI,K(ω ⊗ eH) ∧ (d∆f ⊗ eK)
if Γ = H ∪K, for some 3-cycle K, with I = minEH∪K \ EH , where ω ∈ Ω1X , f ∈ I∆2 and where eH , eK
are base elements in qH∪K . Then the image of A˜ is in ker d1; hence it induces a map A˜ : E
3,−1
2
✲ E5,−22 ,
which coincides with the second differential d2.
Proof. It is clear that the map A˜ is well defined and it is easy to see that its image lies in kerd1: this yields
the good definition of the map A˜ : E3,−12
✲ E5,−22 . We just have to prove that it coincides with d2. We
put ourselves in the situation of remarks A.1, A.2, A.3. Consider a differential form ω ⊗ f in (Ω1X ⊠ I∆2)H ,
where ω ∈ Ω1X and f ∈ I∆2 . In what follows we identify the element ω⊗ f ∈ (Ω
1
X ⊠I∆2)H with the element
in ⊕|L|=3(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)L whose H-component is ω ⊗ f and whose every other L-component, with L 6= H is
zero.
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To prove the statement, it is sufficient to compute the component d2(ω⊗f)H∪K of the second differential,
where K = {I, J, L}, where it will always be assumed that I < J in the lexicographic order. The form ω⊗f
can be rewritten as
ω ⊗ f = h(dx⊗ 1) + g(dy ⊗ 1)
over X × X ≃ ∆H , where h, g ∈ I∆2 . Now I∆2 is generated over X ×X by (classes in O∆H of ) regular
functions xI , yI in OX4 : hence we can lift h and g to regular functions (which we will still call h and g)
h = axI + byI , g = cxI + dyI in OX4 . By remark A.3, the differential form ω ⊗ f can be represented, in
L3,−1 as
ω ⊗ f = hγ∗H + gδ
∗
H = (axI + byI)γ
∗
H + (cxI + dyI)δ
∗
H .
Since the element ω ⊗ f was chosen in E3,−12 = ker(∂ : E
3,−1
1
✲ E4,−11 ), this means that the vertical
cohomology class of ∂(ω ⊗ f) in E4,−11 = H
−1
δ (L
4,•) is zero. This is equivalent to saying that ∂(ω ⊗ f)H∪I
and ∂(ω ⊗ f)H∪J come from elements in L4,−2; for the first we can we can write
∂(ω ⊗ f)H∪I = εH,H∪I(ω ⊗ f) = δ
(
εH,H∪I
(
(aγ∗I + bδ
∗
I ) ∧ γ
∗
H + (cγ
∗
I + dδ
∗
I ) ∧ δ
∗
H
))
(A.2)
For the second we have, taking into account that, by definitions of the signs ηI,K and omitting for brevity’s
sake the index K, we can write ηIxI + ηJxJ + ηLxL = 0:
∂(ω ⊗ f)H∪J = εH,H∪J(ω ⊗ f) = δ
(
εH,H∪J
(
(a(−ηIηJγ
∗
J − ηIηLγ
∗
L)+
b(−ηIηJδ
∗
J − ηIηLδ
∗
L)) ∧ γ
∗
H + (c(−ηIηJγ
∗
J − ηIηLγ
∗
L)+
+ d(−ηIηJδ
∗
J − ηIηLδ
∗
L)) ∧ δ
∗
H
))
. (A.3)
Now the element between parenthesis in (A.2) has image
εH∪I,H∪KεH,H∪I
(
(aγ∗I + bδ
∗
I ) ∧ γ
∗
H + (cγ
∗
I + dδ
∗
I ) ∧ δ
∗
H
)
via ∂ in L5,−2, while the element between parenthesis in (A.3) has image
εH∪J,H∪KεH,H∪J
(
(a(−ηIηJγ
∗
J − ηIηLγ
∗
L) + b(−ηIηJδ
∗
J − ηIηLδ
∗
L)) ∧ γ
∗
H+
(c(−ηIηJγ
∗
J − ηIηLγ
∗
L) + d(−ηIηJδ
∗
J − ηIηLδ
∗
L)) ∧ δ
∗
H
)
via ∂ in L5,−2. The sum of the two terms is given by
εH∪I,H∪KεH,H∪I
(
(a(γ∗I − ηIηJγ
∗
J − ηIηLγ
∗
L) + b(δ
∗
I − ηIηJδ
∗
J − ηIηLδ
∗
L)) ∧ γ
∗
H+
(c(γ∗I − ηIηJγ
∗
J − ηIηLγ
∗
L) + d(δ
∗
I − ηIηJδ
∗
J − ηIηLδ
∗
L)) ∧ δ
∗
H
)
since we can easily see that εH∪J,H∪KεH,H∪I = −εH∪I,H∪KεH,H∪J because εH,H∪I = εH∪J,H∪K and
εH,H∪J = −εH∪I,H∪K . Note now that γ
∗
K = ηIγ
∗
I + ηJγ
∗
J + ηLγ
∗
L, δ
∗
K = ηIδ
∗
I + ηJδ
∗
J + ηLδ
∗
L. By lemma
[Sca15a, Lemma A.3], we have that d2(ω ⊗ f)H∪K is represented by the vertical cohomology class of
εH,H∪KηI,K
(
(aγ∗K + bδ
∗
K) ∧ γ
∗
H + (cγ
∗
K + dδ
∗
K) ∧ δ
∗
H
)
.
Since we identified the classes of γ∗H , γ
∗
K , δ
∗
H , δ
∗
K with dx⊗ eH , dx⊗ eK , dy ⊗ eH , dy ⊗ eK in Ω
1
X ⊗ qH∪K ,
respectively, we obtain the formula in the statement.
Remark A.14. For future use the following computation wil turn out handy. Let X = C2. Consider the
differential form ω ⊗ f , as above, but now lift it to the element (axM + byM )γ∗H + (cxM + dyM )δ
∗
H ∈ L
3,−1,
for functions a, b, c, d ∈ OX4 and let K a 3-cycle as above with edges {I, J, L}, such that the edgeM satisfies
M 6∈ H , M 6∈ K. The stairway process in order to compute the component d2(ω ⊗ f)H∪K provides the
element
εH,H∪KηL,K
(
γ∗H ∧ (aγ
∗
K + bδ
∗
K) + δ
∗
H ∧ (cγ
∗
K + dδ
∗
K)
)
= εH,H∪KηL,K(ω ⊗ eH) ∧ (d∆f ⊗ eK) ∈ L
5,−2 ,
up to elements coming from L4,−2.
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As an immediate corollary, taking S4-invariants, and using Danila’s lemma for morphisms, we have
Corollary A.15. The S4-invariant higher differential A = d
S4
2 : (E
3,−1
2 )
S4 ✲ (E5,−22 )
S4 takes an
element ω ⊗ f in w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2) to the element ω ∧ d∆f in w4∗(Λ
2Ω1X).
Proof. Indeed it is sufficient to take H = {1, 2, 3} andK = {1, 3, 4}. Then L = {1, 3}, I = {1, 4}, J = {3, 4}.
In order to compute the invariant differential dS42 (ω ⊗ f) of an element ω ⊗ f , by [Sca09, Lemma A.1], we
just have to compute d2(ω ⊗ f + (24)∗ω ⊗ f) = (ω ⊗ eH) ∧ (d∆f ⊗ eK) + (ω ⊗ eK) ∧ (d∆f ⊗ eH) — where
we omit writing the push-forward π∗ — but this can be identified with ω ⊗ d∆f − d∆f ⊗ ω = ω ∧ d∆f in
Ω1X ⊗ Ω
1
X ⊆ Λ
2(Ω1X ⊗ qH∪K).
Determination of the map C.
Remark A.16. Recall notation 3.18. Let X = C2. The differential forms x14dx, y14dy are in the image
of D : w2∗(OX ⊠ OS2X)0 ✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2)0. Indeed, by corollary A.11, it is clear that A(x14dx) =
dx∧dx = 0 = dy∧dy = A(y14dy). So both differential forms belong to w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠I∆2)0. On the other hand
we have that x ⊗ x.1 ∈ w2∗(OX ⊠OS2X)0, since d
S4
1 (x ⊗ x.1) = 2x ⊗ x − 2x ⊗ x = 0 and, by proposition
A.12, D(x⊗x.1) = (2xdx−xdx)⊗ 1− dx⊗x = (dx⊗ 1)(x⊗ 1− 1⊗x), which can be identified with x14dx.
Similarly y14dy = D(y ⊗ y.1), and y ⊗ y.1 ∈ w2∗(OX ⊠OS2X)0.
Remark A.17. Since we have surjective maps E6,−31
✲✲ E6,−32 and E
6,−3
2
✲✲ E6,−33 , and since E
6,−3
1 ≃
Λ3Q∗K4 , we can see E
6,−3
3 as a quotient of the bundle Λ
3Q∗K4 over the small diagonal ∆1234. If a is an
element of Λ3Q∗K4 , we denote with [a] the class of its image in E
6,−3
3 .
Remark A.18. The natural composition w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠I
2
∆2
) ✲ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠I∆2)0
✲✲ (E3,−13 )
S4 is surjective.
Proof. By GAGA principle, it is sufficient to prove the statement for X = C2. But in this case it follows
by remark A.16 and by corollary A.15; indeed a differential form ω ⊗ f ∈ w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I∆2) is in the kernel of
dS42 if and only if it is of the form ω ⊗ f = ax14dx+ by14dy + ω1 ⊗ g, where g is in I
2
∆2
. But now the term
ax14dx+ by14dy is zero in (E
3,−1
3 )
S4 , because of remark A.16.
By the previous remark, we can represent any element in (E3,−13 )
S4 by an element in w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I
2
∆2
).
In the proof of the next proposition we will use the following notation: if I is a cardinality 2-multi-index in
{1, . . . , 4}, we will indicate with Γ(Î) the graph obtained by the complete graph K4 removing the edge I,
that is VΓ(Î) = {1, . . . , 4}, EΓ(Î) = EK4 \ {I}.
Proposition A.19. Consider the map C : w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I
2
∆2
) ✲ w4∗(S
3Ω1X) defined by the formula
C(ω ⊗ f) = sym(ω ⊗ d2∆f) ,
where ω ∈ Ω1X and f ∈ I
2
∆2
. It descends to a map C : E3,−13
✲ E6,−33 , which coincides, up to a constant,
with dS43 .
Proof. It is clear that the formula induces a well defined map C : E3,−13
✲ E6,−33 . It is sufficient to prove
that this map coincides up to constants with the invariant differential dS43 . We put ourselves in the situation
explained in remarks A.1, A.2, A.3. For brevity’s sake, we indicate with H0 the cardinality 3-multi-index
{1, 2, 3} and the associated 3-cycle. We identify (E3,−12 )
S4 with w3∗(Ω
1
X⊠I∆2) ≃ π∗((Ω
1
X)H0⊗I∆14); hence
w3∗(Ω
1
X ⊠ I
2
∆2
) can be identified with π∗((Ω
1
X)H0 ⊗ I
2
∆14
) ⊆ ker dS42 . By Danila’s lemma for morphisms, if
ω ⊗ f ∈ π∗((Ω1X)H0 ⊗ I
2
∆14
), then
dS43 (ω ⊗ f) = d3
( ∑
[τ ]∈S4/S3
τ∗(ω ⊗ f)
)
=
∑
[τ ]∈S4/S3
τ∗d3(ω ⊗ f) ,
where, when writing d3(ω ⊗ f) we think of ω ⊗ f as an element in kerd2 ⊆ ⊕H(Ω1X ⊠ I∆2)H .
Hence we just need to compute d3(ω ⊗ f) in E
6,−3
3 . The element ω ⊗ f ∈ π∗((Ω
1
X)H0 ⊗ I
2
∆14
) can be
written as ω ⊗ f = h(dx ⊗ 1) + g(dy ⊗ 1), where h, g ∈ I2∆14 . Writing h = ax
2
14 + bx14y14 + cy
2
14 and
g = a′x214 + b
′x14y14 + c
′y214, we see that is sufficient to compute the image for d3 of differential forms of
the kind αx214dx, αx14y14dx, αy
2
14dx, αx
2
14dy, αx14y14dy, αy
2
14dy, for an arbitrary function α ∈ OX×X , of
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course, thinking of these differential forms as elements in ker d2. Let’s begin with αx
2
14dx. We have that
d2(αx
2
14dx) = 0 in E
5,−2
2 : this means that its components are zero:
d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(1̂4) = 0 , d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(2̂4) = 0 , d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(3̂4) = 0 .
By lemma A.13, we have that, in terms of representants in Λ2(Q∗
Γ(2̂4)
) and Λ2(Q∗
Γ(3̂4)
)
d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(2̂4) = [αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
134] , d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(3̂4) = [αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
124] .
In order to compute the representant of d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(1̂4) in L
5,−2, we invoke remark A.14 and we find, in
terms of representants in Λ2(Q∗
Γ(1̂4)
):
d2(αx
2
14dx)Γ(1̂4) = [−αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
234] .
We now lift the elements we found to L5,−3. We get
αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
134 = δ(αγ
∗
14 ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
134) ∈ Λ
3(C2 ⊗WΓ(2̂4))
αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
124 = δ(αγ
∗
14 ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
124) ∈ Λ
3(C2 ⊗WΓ(3̂4))
−αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
234 = δ(−α(γ
∗
12 + γ
∗
24) ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
234) ∈ Λ
3(C2 ⊗WΓ(1̂4)) .
By [Sca15a, Lemma A.3], the term d3(αx
2
14dx) in E
6,−3
3 is represented by the sum of the images of the
preceding liftings via the horizontal differential ∂: hence:
d3(αx
2
14dx) = [αγ
∗
14 ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ (γ
∗
134 − γ
∗
124) + α(−γ
∗
12 − γ
∗
24) ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
234)]
Note now that γ∗234 = γ
∗
123 + γ
∗
134 − γ
∗
124 and that the term (−γ
∗
12 − γ
∗
24) ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
123 is zero in E
6,−3
3 since
it comes from something in L5,−33 . Hence we get that
d3(αx
2
14dx) = [−α(γ
∗
12 − γ
∗
14 + γ
∗
24) ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ (γ
∗
134 − γ
∗
124)] = [αγ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
124 ∧ γ
∗
134]
where again we simplified terms coming from L5,−3. The term αγ∗123 ∧ γ
∗
124 ∧ γ
∗
134 belongs to Λ
3(Q∗K4) ≃
Λ3(C2⊗qK4) and can be identified with α(dx⊗e123)∧(dx⊗e124)∧(dx⊗e134) = α(dx)
3⊗(e123∧e124∧e134) ∈
S3Ω1X ⊗ Λ
3qK4 ⊆ Λ
3(Ω1X ⊗ qK4).
When computing d3(αx14y14dx), we have, analogously to the previous case that d2(αx14y14dx)Γ(2̂4) is
represented in L5,−2 by αx14γ
∗
123∧δ
∗
134 and hence we have the lifting αx14γ
∗
123∧δ
∗
134 = δ(αγ
∗
14∧γ
∗
123 ∧δ
∗
134);
moreover d2(αx14y14dx)Γ(3̂4) is represented by αx14γ
∗
123 ∧ δ
∗
134 and hence can be lifted to αγ
∗
14 ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ δ
∗
134
in L5,−2; finally, by remark A.14,
d2(αx14y14dx)Γ(1̂4) = [−αx14(δ
∗
123 − δ
∗
234) ∧ γ
∗
123] = [αx14γ
∗
123(δ
∗
123 − δ
∗
234)]
and we have the lifting αx14γ
∗
123(δ
∗
123 − δ
∗
234) = α(γ
∗
12 + γ
∗
24) ∧ γ
∗
123 ∧ (δ
∗
123 − δ
∗
234). Then, using that
δ∗234 = δ
∗
123 + δ
∗
134 − δ
∗
124, we get that d3(αx14y14dx) is given by the class
d3(αx14y14dx) = [αγ
∗
123(δ
∗
134 − δ
∗
124) ∧ (γ
∗
14 − γ
∗
12 − γ
∗
24)] = [αγ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
124 ∧ δ
∗
134]
were we simplified elements coming from L5,−3. Analogously
d3(αy
2
14dx) = [αγ
∗
123 ∧ δ
∗
124 ∧ δ
∗
134] .
The computation of all other elements is done by symmetry. We than finally have that, for a differential
form ω ⊗ f in π∗((Ω1X)H0 ⊗ I∆14) as in the beginning, the differential d3(ω ⊗ f) is represented by the class
of ω ⊗ d2∆f in (Ω
1
X ⊗ S
2Ω1X)K4 ⊆ Λ
3(Ω1X ⊗ qK4)K4 .
To finish the computation we remark the following two facts. Firstly, the terms γ∗123∧γ
∗
124∧δ
∗
134, satifies
the equality [γ∗123 ∧ γ
∗
124 ∧ δ
∗
134] = [γ
∗
123 ∧ δ
∗
124 ∧ γ
∗
134]. Indeed, simplifying at each step elements coming from
L5,−3,
[γ∗123 ∧ γ
∗
124 ∧ δ
∗
134] = [γ
∗
123 ∧ (γ
∗
123 + γ
∗
134 − γ
∗
234) ∧ δ
∗
134] = −[γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
234 ∧ δ
∗
134]
= − [γ∗123 ∧ γ
∗
234 ∧ (δ
∗
234 − δ
∗
123 + δ
∗
124)] = −[γ
∗
123 ∧ γ
∗
234 ∧ δ
∗
124]
= − [γ∗123 ∧ (γ
∗
123 + γ
∗
134 − γ
∗
124) ∧ δ
∗
124)]
= − [γ∗123 ∧ γ
∗
134 ∧ δ
∗
124] = [γ
∗
123 ∧ δ
∗
124 ∧ γ
∗
134]
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The same is true for any nontrivial triple wedge products of vectors associated to 3-cycles γ∗H , δ
∗
K . Secondly,
the class in E6,−33 of any such nontrivial triple wedge product is S4-invariant. The proof of this fact is
similar to that of the previous fact. Hence, up to positive constants
dS43 (ω ⊗ f) = sym(ω ⊗ d
2
∆f)
in w4∗(S
3Ω1X ⊗ Λ
3qK4)
S4 ≃ w4∗(S
3Ω1X).
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